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INlti, Suomi, Finlar,d 30.12.1993

TO:

Mr. MIL TO N .Jll LI A M COO PER
CiUzer, sAger, cy JOif' t If, telli.gen ce (C AJI)
P.O. Box 1420
Sholll lOIll
Arizona 85901
UNITED STATES

Dear Mr . Cooper,
I hop e my previous letters have reache d yo u? lr, our mutual struggle
in trailing t he killers of Johr, F. Ker,n e dy I a m please d to r eassure
you t he succ ess gain ed

j(1

Fj(,lan d.

At this Ume it looks stror,gly in t he llIay t hat P arjs France llI .ilL pubbsh
t he mar,uscript or, the JFK assassir,atjO[, \II ritten by myself in Fir,r,jsh
ar, d ir, addiUon

tran slated ir, to Er, gl.ish by my fri ell d George El mer

Paavola ar, d Mr. J a mes Murray .
More over there are ex c elLen t possibilities to get the r, e llily prjr, ted book
jr, to a cor, te xt or, an if, ten, atior, al F oru m (C or, f eren ce) to be held jn
london, Great Britajr, jr, May 1994 .
The texture jn qu estior, js here by er, close d. I

III ould

be glad if you,

Mr. C Dop er could read jt ar, d more over, give me your co m men t .
I

III

ar, t to give t he man uscrjpt jr, t o your c ustod y. Naturally -

III

hen th e

pubbs hir,g proc ess js or, jts llIay ir, Paris - jt car,not be allolli e d for use
to ar, ybody el se.
If, ali Mr. Paavola an d myself \IIar,t to sholll yo u our gratitude and

a pprec.i.at.ior, for havjn g "ope" e d our eyes" by deli.verin gar, e of yo ur
exceller, t VID E O-progra m mes in cludin g t he JF K-blocku e .
Th ar,k. yo lJ very much l
With my llIarmest r egards ar,d llIishes for t he Nelli Year 1994.
Sjr, cerely yo urs
Reveren d
Jar! S.
Addrs . If, ia farsa mbr, g
Norrby Prestkulla
23390 INlti
Suomi Fir, land
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written by
Rever,.. Jarl S,V, SQre~ij):
THE MEM)RY OF MY FATHER
HEINZ P. VICIDR st5RENSEN 1908-1984 .

"".we carne here ... rtpresenting men of peace of all nations,
men with interest an( the curiosity and the vision for the
future, , ,"
Astronaut Neil Alden Armstrong from NASA
USA Commander of APOLLO XI
originally a pilot in the U.S. NAVY
speaking on the lvroN, 20th of July 1969.
A nightmare for the American people began when President John F. Kermedy

was assassinated in Dallas, Texas in the year of 1963.
Many people have very strong doubts concerning the official Warren Commission
that carne to the conclusion that one lone gunman killed the President.

The

conspiracy-syndrome has a great deal of support.
But until today, nearly tiree full decades after the incident on that black
Friday at Dealy Plaza, nothing is as uncertain as it appears to be in a total
uncertainty that has been fixed and ranured horne as 'certain'.
That is why AIrerica has been neurotic since the death of John F. Kennedy -

an excellent added bonus - for the 'Conspiracy' of course.
up as curry sauce on the Christrras pudding •....

But this could end

The American people and the whole world were cheated in Dallas that day in
November 1963.

Powerful and influential ren, grinacing behind the scenes,

carried out the coup d'etat in broad daylight.
A tNeeping clown was so tragicanic.

The jokers of the Conspiracy were cruel

and unscrupulous in many respects - almost Jesuitically goal-oriented.
'the end justifies the means'.

Whereas,

And the goal of the Conspiracy was vicious and

the reverse of President Kennedy I s ideology:

the key words for the Conspiracy

were diversion, 'bluff, and fating.
IDrHING AFTER THE DALLAS DISGRACE HAS BEEN RECI'IFIED.

In addition with 'REMEMBRANCE' of the
'Honourary MJngoose' JIMMY GARRISON 1921-1992,
for his courage to prosecute living suspects
- not dead partiCipants - in the assassination
of John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
"Inperfection is the only symptom of perfection in each of us".
Jarl S. Sorensen
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PROLOGUE
"I'rahit ala

,

qlEI1qUe

\Oluptas".

(Everyone is prisoner of his own pain)
VIRGIL, Ecologue II 65
dated around 42 BC

A

sanewhat reticent, but powe":'ful man in the city had completed his plan

of action and the process for a iramatic change was in motion.
In spite of his clinical, pragmatic attitude towards the task at hand, it
could not have escaped his notice that thoughts about a vendetta, all of a
sudden, somehow crept into his consciousness without his noticing them.
The Bureau Chief of the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) could not
help the feeling of being the 'Ambassador of Death' in that city in the South,
the oil-rich paradise of Texas.
He had internalized the thought that his inherent charisma, tempered with
fear,

~uld

on Friday, the day after tonorrow, carry into the minds of those

who would later stand in front of him, the respect which he himself had very
carefully adjusted inside the Conspiracy earlier ...
"KENNEDY MUST NO!' LEAVE DALLAS ALIVE!"

The DlRECroR now knew how the ' operation' would be executed in a couple of
days ~

On Friday, there would be no more play-acting ... the dress rehearsal was

over and done with -

pass~e.

The conspiracy which was to shock the whole world
'!he 'chief' smiled forebodingly.

~uld

become nanifest.

Well, on the other hand, it

however, today's soft approach was erroneous at best!

wa~

sad.

But

The United States of

Arrerica must not be humiliated.
This U.s. Naval Reserve officer had got too close to the helm of this great
superpower.

This tine he was not steering a rrotor torpedo boat that was destined

to be. smashed to smithereens •.. this time he himself will be destroyed!
Friday was to be the 'TRAFALGtm OF

BA~HIPS

AND AIRCRAET CARRIERS' ..... .

led by admirals - not 2nd lieute::1aI1ts in the naval reserve!
On

Wednesday evening the 20th of November, men neon signs were shining in

the downtown area, J. Edgar Hoover slipped out of Dallas as inconspicuously as
he had arrived only hours before ...... .
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PREFACE
"Det forflutna hinner upp mig ... "
(The past is catching me up)
ifue Swedish rock-singer
Peter LeMarc I s song I Evelina I , 1991
There are several reasons and justifications why I have written this study,
or report (or if you like) book.
The first, and in the final analysis, perhaps the mst decisive one was the
subjective testinony and proof provided by an American friend of mine as to how
John F. Kennedy was actually assassinated.

At first glance, it may seem rather

a flimsy pretext for starting out on such a serious analysis and I nay lay II\Yself

open to the accusation, that i': is based on the standfX)int of 'only' one man.
On the other hand, I feel gratitude to my friend, for providing me just this
angle of describing the specific events that took place in the assassination.
Without it I \oJOuld have stood helpless.

Now, inspired and eager, I began my work

in a way keeping the proof as an 'opera operandi' - through which I gradually and

reactively - and of course ... constantly approached the Dallas problenacy.
From the beginning I felt my starting point sufficient enough; I had gained
the reason to my w:>rk, and I especially felt it both frightening and surprising.
My confidence to my American (and Finnish) sources has strengthened during the

process.

I appreciate his view of the Dallas tragedy, and nostly how it reflected

to so many other theories on the same subject.

theory is accurate.

Naturally, I am confident that the

To prove it can be difficult, and nay rest after all nostly

on circumstantial evidence.
My own life and experiences have also contributed significantly to rrri decision

to undertake this v.ork.
I feel no shane to say that I have nOt to this day been able to sufficiently
v;ork rut of my system the grief that John F. Kennedy's death caused in

Ire.

So,

y,ould you say, that I'm not alone in this?
At the tine I was a post-puberty Finnish snaIl-town high school student on that
'black Friday' back in November 1963.

I had been an ercotionally notivated type of

boy, since being born in June of 1946.

Afd:::.er; ;alm:Jst,' I beihg dtcwned ·inthe Baltic

Sea at an age of barely three, I often later felt aches in my stomach area, and
then as a result of heavy measles, my eyes were for a very long time irritated.
I remember reading about the death of James Dean in an autonobile accident in 1955,
but noreover I was n:ore shocked to find out about the British soccer team known as
I

Manchester-United' succumbing to a plane crash in Munich 1958.
The previous sumner, before
, the fall of 1963, had been a I long hot sumner' for

a 17 year old teenager.

My girlfriend, one year younger, had been able to give

- 4 -

Ire

all those ranantic and sexual impulses to which at that time I was open and
receptive.
But the autumn brought with i t a break in this beautiful relationship.
Many things were on my mind a·:;. that time.

Now, when looking back after many

years,. I must confess that I }Iave not been able even as a grown man to fonn :'
lasting relationships, not to speak about marriage.
Thirdly, I have been detennined to get this report completed, not merely
fran the standPJint of getting the v.urk published, although that too, is rele-

vant.
Fourthly, I cherish the hope that my l:x::ok and the concept it contains (among
other similar w:>rks) , will serve to pronote an objective study of the mystery
surrounding John Kennedy's death.

It is immoral and unjust that the murder of

a statesman of his stature should go unsolved for 30 years.
We cannot allow such things, and if we do, then we must capitulate!
The nongoose, called 'nangusti' in India, (Herpestes
rmmgo) , is a smc.ll, ugly and hairy creature, a predator,
found in India a1"ld Africa.

It has become legendary as a

killer of venorrous snakes, owing to it's agility, courage
and reflexes.

In ancient Egypt, it was regarded highly

as a sacred aninal, and called the 'Rat of the Pharaoh' .
The nongoose will typically take on a spectacled cobra
and win without itself falling victim to the snake's dead-

ly venom.

But in one respect, even the nongoose is vulner-

able, that is if it canes up against a hundred very deadly
cobras at the same tine, and has to fight alone.
I place my hope in authorities, amateur investigators, writers and researchers
everywhere, in the spirit of the nongoose, will show sufficient courage in the
approach to the jungle opening surrounded by ruins in the light of the full moon .
. It is the seat of the hissing snakes.
They are still there, but not so ruch left but one agonizing denominator,
mich harasses them night and day.

It is non-other than 'FEAR' itself.

Suppressio veri, suggestio falsi
(a suppression of the truth is the suggestion
of a falsehood)
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D E D I CAT ION with a TRIBUTE

I dedicate this book to the memory of my father with the following tribute.
For a reader abroad I will briefly explain:
Finland's tvJc wars (Winter war and the Continuing War)
were fought under the years of the World War II between
1939 and 1944.

Everyone who takes a look on the global

trap realizes that my country's warfare with the Soviet

Union can easily be compared with the struggle between
David and Goliath.

The' Finns • fought like hell, which

surprised the whole w:>rld.

We showed images of mongoose-

spirit struggling with a cobra.

In short, our cause was

right, and we defended our country with success ... but not
without sacrifices.

i

The tragic facts show 88,000 :in all

Finnish soldiers killed in combat.

~

The major offensive atlong the eastern frontier (Karelia)
}:egan on the rrorning of June 9th, 1944 .

The Soviet troops

advanced rapidly due to superiority in arrroured weapons
(rrostly tanks), and occupied the nedieval city of Viipuri
(Vyborg), by the 20th of June.

Overjoyed at their success-

ful advance, and because the Finnish troops were retreating
towards the west over to Sorvali, Kivisalmi, and Tienhaara

(blowing up all strategic bridges along the way), the Soviets
(Red Al:my) were forced to cease their offensive for tw:> days,
in order to regroup.

The main defensive positions of the Finnish troops, followed
the shoreLine, of the Tienhaara headland.

Lt. Col. Alpo K.

Marttinen, age ()r:Uy 35, was conmanding the JR 61 Regiment, had
the main responsibility for the frontier in this area.

His

nen were drawn mainly from Ostrobothnia, but also from the Swedish speaking parishes in southern Finland fran the province of
Uusimaa, and they had considerable war experience.
The Russians started their second big offensive at 8: 30 a.m.
on June 23rd.

A massive bonbardment had knocked out telephone

connections of the Finnish 'fire controllers'.

The tumult of

the battle was so deafening that it was impossible to hear the
radio.
- 6 -

Major G. Rudolf Renvall, CQI'(i'(al1ding the 2nd Battalion~
in reserve for th = Light Infatry Reg:i.Irent (JR 61), sensed

that the Red Anny heavy artillery fire concentration, was
nothing but a prelude to a major invasion attack.

Major

Renvall, who had a pow:rful radio at his conmand post and
fully operational, gave what was to become one of the most
\.

important cormnands of Finland's continuation War:
ItThis is my order a1d. entirely my responsibility ...
NOW, FIR E, FIR E, AND FIR E AGAIN! It
This decisive comnand to open fire, which could have
made the pages of military history, was issued by only a
battalion comnanc1 er in charge of the reserves, and only
a feN kilometres from Kivisalmi (but quite a distance fran
Tienhaara) !
Col. Raurano, in charge of the 17th Division Artillery,
was at that rranent in the company of the Division Conmander
Lt. Gen. Sundman and at once grasped the full implication
of Renvall' s comnand.

Col. Raurano , with the general's

acceptance and full approval, initiated the process ... and
after a few agonizing minutes, the Finns opened fire with
everything available, all eleven batteries of 132
My father,

HErnz

guns.

PEI'ER VICI'OR st5RENSEN, 36, a lieutenant

in the reserve, was one of the officers directing fire.

Col. AlJ;X> Marttinen, who besides his prorrotion, was also
awarded the prestigious
battle at Tienhaara.

I

Mannerlleim Cross I due to the fierce

ConfirIt'ed later, Tienhaara was in fact

Finland's Thernopylae!

For it had to hold, or otherwise the

Russians \\OUld have swept .into Finland unobstructed.
So, I DEDICATE this book to the me.nory of my father, ' Bobi' Sorensen.

He was

the one (my nother too, of course) mo taught me those values and ideals which
have laid the foundations for my life.

Above all, integrity and reliability,

a devotion to work with the sense of honesty and duty.
John F. Kennedy, whom I greatly admired, served as an example of his tine to
so many people.

But as I note in my book, the generation which had not yet come

of age in 1963, are in rrany respects greatly indebted to the ideals and the courage
of John F. Kennedy.

'. - 7 -
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Being perhaps unnecessary I however want to give an
explanation over the idea that I had in mind when writing
the dedication above, and above all the essential meaning
of symbolism. It is almost customary for a writing person
to underrate the wits of his reader. Mostly this sort of
conclusion rises from the lack of skill with the author

himself~

Expressing himself vaguely and poorly, of course.

All together I liked to emphasize the conseption arising
from the symbolism derived from major Renvall, from JR 61.
He knew and realized the vast meaning of him to give the
famous order to counter-attack the enemy with all fire possible.
In conclusion this single officer in artillery signifies
an individual's "profile in courage", and in addition during
most strenuous and dangerous conditions.
Naturally, as a whole, the whole finnish army consisting
for perhaps more than 90 % of finnish men called into combat
from

the reserve, is an example of David's courage against

the terrifying Goliath.
As president JohL F. Kennedy so eloquently put the same
noble idea in his inaugural speech in January 1961 through
his special advicer and speechwriter Theodore Sorensen:
..tOY'

II

Ask not what your country can do ':be you ...{;., '(
ask what you can do l5'0 your country!"

t"v~ c. ~

)0 L

iv'(.Y'"

l
[

l

.-

I myself have no illusio~~-in'g a particulary courageous person,
\.

but the effort and dedication for me to achieve the goal - to encounter the day when the Kennedy - conspiracy is revealed and broken- \
h:.'":'( ...:":) "" .:.

has driven me, my American friend and several other people to

follow the idealism of John F. Kennedy himself; to con~tii~ute
\.:/

somehow in solving the 'mystery - for the benefit of many people.

•

'P 'R

t FI X
"Cowalt.d/J.. dLe manff tLme/J.. oelolt.e theLIt. deatA/J..J
The VaLLant nevelt. ta/J..te 01 death out once".
Shak.e/J..pealt.e

1000 DAYS IN A NEW FRONTIER
WITH
PRESIDENT JOHN

F.

KENNEDY

BEGINNING WITH THE FIRST DARING STEPS ON CAPITOL HILL IN
WASHINGTON D.C. ON THE 20TH OF JANUARY 1961 AND ENDING
WITH THE FINAL BREATHS AT DEALY PLAZA, ELM STREET, DALLAS,
TEXAS, ON THE 22ND OF NOVEMBER 1963.
JOHN FITZGERALD FRANCIS KENNEDY
29.5.1917 - 22.11.1963
THE 35TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA 1961-1963.
HEADLINES IN A CAREER:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

BAY OF PIGS
APRIL 1961
1961CRISIS IN BERLIN
THE UNITED NATIONS
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
COMMUNISM AND DETENTE
CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 1962CUBAN CRISIS OCTOBER 1962
* SPACE AND MOON FLIGHT PROGRAMME 1962(1969!)
* VIETNAM WAR 1961-

A lew

extlt.act/J.. Ilt.om 90hn F. Kennedff:
"You can·t know whelt.e ffOU alt.e ,oi.n, i/ ffo~ don·t know whelt.e ffOU
have oeen".
.
"In the /LnaL anaL~/J..L/J..J it i./J.. theilt. walt..Theff alt.e the one/J.. who have to
wLn it Olt. LO/J..e it'. (Speakin, about the walt. in Vietnam.)
- 8 -

"But why, some say, the KX)N?

wby choose this as our goal?

And they may well

ask, why climb the highest ll'Ountain, why 35 years ago fly the Atlantic?

WE CHOOSE

,

'IO 00 TO THE M:X)N!"

"We will do this and the other things ••. not because they are easy, but because
they are hard!

Because this challenge we are willing to accept, unwilling to

postpone and one that we intend to win!"
... Starting the M:ONFLIGHI' PRCGRAM in 1962 ...

lATE ON 1st OF AUGUST 1943 DURING IDRLD WAR II, PT-109, A U.S. NAVY TORPEOO K)T()ROOAT SnENTLY LEF!' RENOOVA HAROOR

OF THE MISSION:

I

m

THE SOLOMJN ISLANDS IN THE PACIFIC.

SEARCH AND DESTROY JAPANESE ENEMY NAVAL VESSEIS I .

THE AIM

THE SKIPPER

ON BOARD WAS A NAVAL RESERVE SECOND LIEUTENANT JOHN F. KENNEDY.
DURING THE COAL-BLACK NIGHT, DISASTER srRUCK, AND THE TORPEOO BOAT WAS SLICED IN
TID UNDER THE BOW OF A JAPANESE DESTROYER.

THE AMERICAN CREW

(~

WERE KIT.TID

INSTANrLY) WITH SEVERAL IDUNDED, SWAM A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE TO A NEARBY ISLAND.

THE SKIPPER, KENNEDY, TOWED ONE OF HIS BADLY INJURED CREW MEMBERS HOLDING A BELT
IN HIS MJurH BETWEEN THE TEEm.

THE SURVIVORS OF PJll'-109 WERE LATER RESCUED BY

THE U. S. NAVY AFTER VARIOUS arHER EXCITING EVENTS.

LIEUrENANT JOHN F. KENNEDY WAS DECDRATED WITH THE PURPLE STAR.

LATER IN' THE 1960

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION SENA'IOR JOHN F. KENNEDY GAINED THE MAJORITY OF THE VUI'ES:
HE BECAME ON THE 20th OF JANUARY IN 1961 THE 35th PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA.

John Kennedy took the Presidential Oath and delivered his inaugural speech on
the 20th of January in a chilling and stormy winter-type weather.

The speech was

largely 'Written in biblical tenns by Theodore C. Sorensen, the President I s special
advisor, and was extremely well received.

FAX MENTIS INCENDIUM GLORIAE
(The passion for glory is the torch of the mind)
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CliAPrER 1

WASltIINGIDN ( 1 )

'\.vhy ••• ?'

"For Brutus is an honourable man.

So are they all,

all honourable men."
Shakespeare, Julius caesar 3.2.
The Conspiracy - NUDUM PACTUM, a mer~ ~greement, unconfirmed
'.
by wrltlng.
The motives for the assasination of President John Kennedy were connected both
with U.S. donestic and foreign policy.
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) was an exanple of the U.s. Federal internal force with extensive influence abroad.

It was like a young cuckoo in sane other

bird's nest, all along demanding special attention, and receiving more than it's
due.
The President led the national government from the White House and 'National
Security' already then provided at the beginning of the 1960s an important way of
thinking, if not an ideal, for better or for worse.
Apart from the CIA, there was the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and under it's 5th Division the Secret Service, whose primary responsibility was the protection of the President.

'!he White House special bureau naturally c.onsisted of the

'cream of the crop' within the group.

The Secret Service had it's own bureaus also

elsewhere in the United States, especially in the bigger cities.
as Dallas, Texas.

For example such

The nationwide FBI network was directed from the U. S. Federal

Governrrent Headquarters in Washington D. C.
The administrative and leadership pattern introduced by President John Kermedy
was new and youthful.
setback.

Unfortuna:l:ely already in April 1961 it suffered a serious

A revolution earlier in 1959 led by Fidel Castro in CUba had overthrown

the previous Battista dictatorship and the

isl~d

country joined the socialist camp.

The short distance between the island state and the coast of the United States, of
only sane 150 kilanetres, becaIre a cause for worry and even posed a threat to the
United States.

This cane in fact a reality in October 1962.

With the consent of the White House, the CUban refugees and the CIA (with its
collaborators) attempted a coup by means of an invasion into CUba in April 1961.
The Bay of Pigs battle was a conplete fiasco and ended in total failure.

President

Kennedy's refusal to comnit the U.S. Air Force to the battle as ·'air cover' caused
resentment towards the President'.

There were many, especially in the semi-militax}'

troops inside the CIA, who evallilated the defeat (invaSion) as a fault of Kermedy.
- 10 -

In all, the Bay of Pigs fiasco brought about a mentality of assasination against
Kermedy into the bargain.
The 'second' Cuban crisis took place in October 1962.
acted consequently and with courage.
of ~, that is, from the sea.

The President this tine

Kennedy was determined and ordered a blockade

After discussions with the Soviet head of state,

Niki ta Khrushchev, the Soviet missile bases in CUba Vwere disnantled.
The world had never cane so close to the outbreak of World War III as during
\

those 13 days in October 1962 ..• 'when the mole world held it's breath' . *)
The sea/naval blokade ordered by President Kennedy had created it's impact to
a strong and safe America.
However, negative sentiIrent still remained against the President since many of
the 'military advisors' had called for a direct attack on CUba.
The conflict in Southeast Asia, the previous Indochina, was like a 'tick in the
ear' of the Pentagon militarist ego.

The United States recked South Vietnam in

the name of the govermrent led from the capital Saigon.

Communist North Vietnam,

with it's powerful Vietgong gorilla movement (' Charlie' ), caused the same kind of
confrontation as North Korea at the beginning of the 1950s.
President Kennedy had dispatched a limited ·ntunber of men to Vietnam, consisting
mainly of so-called military advisors, though often amazingly heavily armed were
these personnel.
The fear that Kennedy, if and when re-elected for a second tenn in 1964, YJOUld
withdraw all American troops from Vietnam was again a cause for unease anong top
military and political circles.

In a CBS TV news interview from Hyannis Port with

Walter Cronkite (news forecaster) the President had said to Vietnam ambassador Mr.
Henry Cabot Lodge that "it is their war (the Vietnamese) and they can either win

or lose i t themselves".
Another impasse for 'Murder Reserve Limited'!

And they were registered .in the

name of the CIA, whose actions could not always withstand, the light of day.

It

is a good tactical nove to offer the old syndrane of 'national security' as a pretext for shady operations.

For the CIA, resorting to a 'cover-up' was necessary,

if not a matter of self defence per say.

The dilemna lay there where you could

draw the line between legality and illegality.

It turned too easy to be 'a line

drawn on the water' (an original expression, although in a \\holly different context, uttered by M; Max Jacobsson, the Firmish candidate for the United Nations
Secretary General's post in 1971).
As far as the CIA was concerned, the idea was turned around to rrean simply that
these kinds of operations, had to be concealed.
The CIA would not have been able to finance its extensive cover-up operations
within the armual budget granted by Congress.

The 'off-budget funds granted to

the organization could amount to hundreds of millions of dollars during a single
fiscal year.

',*

Since the CIA needed ITOney for certain covert operations, it had

Robert Kennedy
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been forced to resort to extensive drug SIIUlggling, prior to the begirming of the
1960s.

Before long, it was noi iced that the m.:>ney was, in fact, channeled into

the assasination of John Kennedy.
The raw na.-

As was known, drug trafficking was quite a profitable business.
terial~

were relatively near, not far from the Gulf of Mexico, as in Central and

South America (Nicaragua, El Salvador, Columbia , Bolivia,

&

etc.).

Since direct

importing into the United States would have caused considerable difficulties, the
CIA developed a sinple but ingenious system.

They used the helicopters used for

shuttling oil rig workers as a means of transportation.

These workers were both

fran the United States and Central America, which made it possible to include
airlifts of contraband on the same flights.
~uld

Their extent guaranteed that there

not be any customs inspections required.

Since the oil rigs were used as

transit points in the traffic between the continents, freight could be included
in the airlifts heading for the U.S. nainland, by making use of fOIged waybills,
&

etc.

'!he shipments could contain, for exarrple, minor machine parts needing re-

pair or replacerrent, but every now and then in sui table flights were included bags
of narcotics hidden in the very same kind of machine part boxes.

It was a fool-

proof system and it functioned extrenely well.
Oil rigs owned by the oil company ZAPATO ¥Jere anchored in the Gulf of Mexico,

near the coast of Texas as well.

'!he nanaging director of 'ZAPATO' was a man who

later occupied high posts, as head of the CIA, as Vice President of .the United
States, and ultinately as the 41st President of the United States (1988-1992) ...
Mr. George Bush.

It may well be said, that George Bush made his fortune in the

oil business, so to speak.
To a dealer, or all the intentediators, narcotics do not represent value in
themselves ... it is the m.:>ney that counts.

The CIA had no other choice but to be-

gin cooperating with organized crime in the United States, that is the U.S. Mafia.
The gangsters inside the Mafia took care of managing the drug dealing in the U. S . ,
and also carrying out the so-called laundering of the dirty (or hot) drug rroney.
After laundering, the enonnous anount of money acquired by illegal means could
no longer be traced.

One of the CIA's 'own' banks involved in these illegitinBte

operations of laundering was the BeCI Bank in New York (which is currently under
investigation in this very large scandal).

It has its horne base of operations in

the Arab Emirates in the Middle East.
Here we have a relationship between the CIA and the Mafia.
younger brother Robert Kennedy was appointed Attorney General.

President Kennedy's
In this position

'Bobby" Kennedy proceeded with a strong fight against the organized crine in the
Um ted States.

The President eventually gave hjm his full approval.

From this retrospective the M3.fia had t\\U powerful Kennedys as their enemies.
It has been clairred, as late as in the beginning of the year 1992, that the M3.fia
did have a significant role in the assasination of President Kennedy.
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The general

idea was that if you kill the President, the Attorney-General Robert Kennedy will
soon be eliminated from 'our backs', as in, tcut off the dog's head and it will
soon cease waving its tail' .

The Mafia was involved in the Dallas conspiracy in one way or another.
was
so

pr~iously
~ly

As it

mentioned about d1e link between the CIA and the Mafia, it is not

difficult to comprelend here a kind of mutual interest, or merely a

syndrane in which there exists sanctioned obsessions or vice versa.
It is a fact that President Kennedy, in cooperation with his brother AttorneyGeneral Robert Kennedy, began a combined fight against organized crime, ie. the
Mafia, and this would have led to disclosure of the CIA' s obscure clandestine drug
business eventually in a short period of tirre.

The CIA's illegal drug trafficking

was intended to cover the very high costs (fund:ing) of the organization's covert
operations.

Also large sums went to 'cover-up' operations which included absolute

control of the media using basically partially faked information to substantially
confuse the populace of the world.

And based on the above, there is no al ternative

than to conclude, that the CIA was part of the conspiracy against Kennedy.
There were also serre support organizations to prorrote the dominance of the White
House Administration, the CIA, the FBI, and the Secret Service.

'Their' membership

was largely the same as the menioership of the above-mentioned power structures, eg,
directors were ex-officio members.

These included the COUNCIL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

and the TRILATERAL COMMISSION, which are sister organizations, with a combined rrem-

bership of just over fifty nembers.

Behind the OOUNCIL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS is the

SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION (SOD) ..• a tactical unit responsible for planning the
strategy for the covert operations around the world.

The SOD masterminds all of

the cover-up operations for the CIA narcotics traffic.
Centralization of the MEDIA, particularly the press, in the United States tended to serve all kinds of cover-ups, and naturally in the supposed interest of •.•.

NATIONAL SECURITY!

As an example, the Rockefeller dynasty (a monopoly), can W;.ry

candidly be mentioned as definite partakers of this establishment.
In nost cases, a Imlrder-hcmi.cide, requires a 'rrotive'.

Inunense amount of our

certain leaders (people) have been IrU..lrdered :in the recent past history and is yet
ongoing at a steady pace.

At 'war', killing is merely' justified' under the basic

criteria of 'iusturn bellum'.

We cannot approve warfare as a means to solve any

internal problems unless it is outright declared a civil war in action!

A war is

always a tragedy for the populace, for those ¥.ho have to wage it, as those called
to service fran the national military reserves.

My

own country, Finland, is a

good example of this.
It is therefore by far rcore disgusting to know about the 'kill orders' ¥.hich
are almost casually distributed from the Mafia Bosses to the professional killers
(assasins) .
A close relative can kill one's another close relative in a moment's angry and
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uncontrolled outburst.

It happens almost all the time, anywhere.

So, it is not extremely unusual that a President of a superpower is sUbordinated under an assasination threat.

In John F. Kermedy' s case in 1963, there

can be distinguished a vast number of reasons, or motives for killing hjm.

It

is kind of a paradox, thati ini:the end almost every motive seems to have been
, justi{ied', if you are able to decipher the meaning intended.
Prior to his trip to Dallas (which was intended as an important link in the

upcoming 1964 Presidential election canpaign in the South), President Kennedy
had called on the CIA to make PUBLIC ITS ILLEGAL DRUG TRAFFICKING WITHIN THIRl'Y
DAYS.

IF NOr, HE, THE PRESmm."T IDULD DIScrDSE THE MATrER TO THE AMERICAN PE0-

PLE HIMSELF!

In my view, this was one of the 'pr:ilne ' motives, among others I for executing

the assasination.

D~tat'

A 'Coup

the U.S. Constitution.

is the ultimate crime (act of treason) against

A president, and of course, the whole administration has

been elected through a democratic and legal process.

The voters (the people)

have exercised their constitutional rights as citizens.

They have given the IX>-

wer of authority to the president and his administration.
A whole country (all of the people), which believes in true democracy, does
not make Coup D"'Etats, but by voting in the next election.

The people have the

means otherwise to change the structures of power in the administration.

So a

Coup D"'Etat, in a tradi tional sense, is a procedure very controversial and also
definitely very illegal in every aspect against the Constitution, for soma minor
group of people to execute.
During this year, 30 years already have passed since the assasination of the
President.

A great number of people around the world have noticed that there

really occured a 'Coup D"'Etat' in 19631
also had changed.

The course had changed.

Sorrething was wrong undoubtedly!

The policies

But the najority of the

American people rnoumed the death of a great PreSident, as well as, the rest of
the world.
The !' Conspkacy' knew that with the CIA drug funded rroney, it was possible to
hire more than one, of the world's top narksrnen (sharpshooters).

At the Dealy

Plaza in Dallas there were several of them aiming at John F. Kennedy, while he
was riding in his limousine on Elm Street.
All in all, the idea and conception of the conspiracy, was conceived and its
:iltplernentation finally carried out at a very high level.

At the organizing stage

(lower level), an operational hierarchy had to be established, as well as a cause
and effect relationship.

The less authority that the people had, the more personal

and the even rrore primitive in their thinking, could then be affected by such very
errotional factors like hatred, jealousy, bitteme~s , vindictiveness, & etc.
the lower levels, it just

becarr:e

For

a question of assasina ting John Kennedy, the man.

'!he higher levels, the leaders of the Conspiracy wanted the political (and military)
leader at the Vhite House

I

rerroved' .
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CHAPTER 2
mLLAS (1).

"RAIN IDOLD HAVE ALTERED THE PIJ.\NS"

(Plans, which were made tv.o days before the assasination,
by Mr. J. Edgar Hoover (FBI), when he paid a visit to Dallas) .
Friday noon was chilly, but bright and sunny.
plans.

Now the President

h~ elf I

Rain VJOuld have altered the

had decreed to ride in an open limousine,

according to one of his predecessor's (President Taft) vision, to create a more
friendlier open atmosphere with the public.

In so speaking I Dallas turned very

favourable to be an honourary prize, to the Conspiracy.
Nevertheless, the whole operation could have totally failed, if the marksmen
had a.i.rced very badly or even missed their mark completely!

Fear, that weapon

of the mind, pervaded the thoughts of the assassins constantly.
was well-known for his fearlessness ... a courageous

~an.

Their target

Not revealing reckless

bravado, but, the American President had come to show h.ilnself to the people.
In this perspective, a President occasionally in a western democracy, perhaps in
vain, perhaps subconsciously takes the role of a Royal person .••..
John Kennedy had also given another 'significant· order:
AGENI'S JOGGmG IN THE STREEl' E'E'!WEEN ME AND MY PEOPLE".
received this with much

gratit;~de,

"NO SECRET SERVICE

The Conspiracy menbers

naturally, for they were determined to kill

the President in the midst of this populous city, while riding in a rrotorcade.
The Secret Service agents looked very ·worried·, but it was just an ignoble
act of theatre .....
However, only (approx.) 10 metres behind the President· s 1961 Lincoln convertible' a dark steel-blue limousine with eight security agents, followed.

It is sad

to say, Bur MERELY LIKE SHARKS WAITmG'ID STRIKE (than the Coast Guard or the u.s.
cavalry rushing for help) .
The •stakes· were high in the capital of the U.S.A.

The Roman catholic faith

President had been condemned from the very beginning by certain top influential
people.

These people were arrogant and un-christian in the extreme, full of them-

selves and bloated by their

e>' cessive

wealth and dOminance, and they were the type

of people to commit the most c:wardly assasination of this century.
Apart from that, from a wider or even global perspective, the murder of the
35th President of the United States took on sinister aspects.

This dastardly exe-

cuted crilre was conmitted by a bunch of psychopaths-in-disguise, whose power seeking led them to believe that they could inpinge on other people· s lives, and even
I

'end·'them· ... a widely different group of nationalists and patrio"ls, mo during the

Second World War wielded the atomic b::>mb, to display their arrogance and 'acquire
a taste for world dominance.
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From a nonnal standpoint it is always a moral question of the distinction
l:etween good and evil.

Al thou;h in this case the cr:ilni.nals, the plot, and with

no taint of prison sentences, l-3.d succumbed to .":evil'.

is always a cr:ilni.nal act.
God and humanity.

Taking a person's life

It is not only against the Ten ccmnandrrents, rot against

Murder is an unexpiated crime and duly deserves sentence fran

any h~ viewpoint.

The basis for this lies in Christian theology, and it is

only in the hands of God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit, to grant mercy and forgiveness.

Furthennore, we should pray forgiveness for the assassins of John Kermedy,

if only for our own sakes.

In the WJrds of Paul Toumier:

II

All men are as ruch victims as they are guilty".

When personal and subjective, hate and anger may induce anyone to spill blood.
Anyone who takes up the mantle as a leader of a superpower must know, that arrong
the millions of citizens there are bound to be those who do not agree with the
decisions the president takes, and are therefore opposed to h.iln.
When AIrerica (beginning of :he 1960s), under the leadership of a young and
liberal president changed course in a new direction, then many a conservative brow
on the bridge of the 'ship of state' was puckered in irritation, at Kennedy's new
Kennedy's 'New Frontier' opened up exciting fresh vistas mere ingrained

brocxn.

prejudices against the ll:enemy I were nollified.
politically, culturally, and ideologically.

The new aim was to reach consensus,

Everyone could do something for his

own country (.America) that YJOUld benefit the entire nation.

The goal in this way

of thinking was directly put forward in John Kennedy's inaugural speech .•• and the
enthusiasm was met by the majority of the people.

His philosophy set goals and

missions that \\Ould benefit whole mankind.
John Kennedy's whole governicen.tal machinery I administration I and the exhilarating atmosphere in the White HI)use bore a distinct resemblance to the rcrtthical
realm of King Arthur, and the }\nights surrounding him.
Wi th Kennedy's Irish roots, he had no difficulty in interntixing some ingredients
from the British Isles, or fran the rugged and inhospitable milieu of Northern Ireland.

If it is a natural and forgivable fault, to idealize and admire a person

who embodies so many hopes and audacious plans, one must not at the same tine forget, that every human being is the prisoner of the sane stark and agonizing axiom:
'IMPERFECI'ION IS THE ONLY SYMJ?roM OF PERFECrION IN EACH OF US' (Jarl Sorensen).
John F. Kennedy, in his own way I was as yet an unfulfilled and even vulnerable
person.

It is quite usual to idealize a person with exaggeration after his death.

In light of later findings, certain kind of confused thinking had taken place.
It is now clear that the young president possessed several, even grave, shortcomings.

Objectively considered, it is reasonable to achieve before long I a

'right' angle to his life, WJrk, and ideas.

It

i~

wrong to errphasize too nuch

his credits as a statesman, anQ on the other hand, it is also sad if his so-called
vices (for example sexual dimensions) are stressed too much.
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Admiration or respect for any statesman or leader is at any rate of questionable repute.
followers.
No

There is no leader who would be 'infinitely admired' by his own
This kind of criteria belongs somewhere else than in 'real' life.

one gets ever so many distihguished and flamboyant valuations but in one's

own

f~eral.

But as clearly these are words meant for the living as well.

In the name of truth, I mus'C mention here, that in John Kermedy' s remenbrance,
there occasionally pops up ing: :edients similar to admiration on the scale, that
what was referred to in the acute context.

The closer a nan approaches a certain

level of attainment, it is as if an almost absolute degree of accomplishment, if
only ostensibly so, is counteracted by sheer imperfection.
The assassins of the president took advantage of one of John Kennedy I s virtues
... courage!

A president who waves to his people from a distance, barricated be-

• hind a host of security men, was not to Kennedy's liking.

This righteous and

upright lancer in the Dealy Plaza was at the sane time an object of adoration
and affection by the people

O~l

Dallas, and simultaneously, a target for the so-

called federal assassins.
The President's steel-blue 1961 Lincoln limousine carried him and his entourage.
In the driving seat, acting as pilot and he1.rnsman, was a recruit of 'death' and a
member of the Conspiracy.

Although the situation was diffused, but not less expectant, one could at least
in later perspectives see a similarity in the tense and expectant IOOOd of the peo-

ple along the streets in downtown Dallas, and finally on Elm Street at the Dealy
Plaza.

What nany persons had felt watching the excellent movie HIGH NCON (with

the late Gary Cooper) was now happening in this real-life of reality.
noon had just been passed by 30 minutes.

On the East Coast with its Eastern Stan-

dard Time, the tine indicated, already 1 :30 p.m. in the afternoon.
(Gary Cooper) was now coming.

The high

The Sheriff

He was fearless and detemU.ned, plus hopeful as in;

liDo not forsake me, oh my darling" 1

The bullets shot out on Elm Street half an hour after the twelve

0' clock

signal,

which meant the certain death of the lancer and 'Second Lieutenant in the Naval

Reserve' .
The first shots were coming as a cluster, indicated a signal, which in a natter
of ruthless seconds started the hectic toll of the bells, that were tolling for
John F. Kennedy.

He stood no chance, no chance at all.
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FANATICISM

FANATICISM must be constantly fought, because it leads to dehumanizing,
degrading and contagious hatred.
creative can be born of hatred .

Nothing good , nothing v.Drthy, nothing
HATRED BEGEl'S HATRED.

That is 'Why we

must keep it fran our doors, send it away, repel it, disarm it, vanquish
it before we even see the shadow of its shadow.
HOW can we do this?

By celebrating, cherishing, defending the LIBERI'Y

of others .. . of all others .
AT STAKE IS OUR CULTURAL, El'HICAL , AND MJRAL FUl'URE.
Elie Wiesel: Parade

'- Last page -

rnAPI'ER 3
DALLAS

(2).

"Brutus, thou sleep' st: awake and see thyself!"
\

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar 2.1.

" ... SHOW THE TIME AS 12:30 ... "
PICTURE THIS!

WHILE SI'ITING IN A !1JVIE THEATRE, YOU ARE WELL AWARE AS A !1JVIE-

GOER, OF THE ORDINARY METHOD USED IN FIIM EDITING.

DURING A CROSS FADE FROM ONE

SCENE TO THE NEXT, PARI' OF THE SCENE IS SOON FULLY MANIFESTATING (WITH AN AUDIOVISUAL EFFECI' FROM THE FRESH SOUND TRACK) IN A KIND OF AN ADVANCED OVERLAY AND
FINALLY IN A MJMENT IS THE DIS1\PPEARING SEQUENCE, IN ORDER TO STRESS OR SIGNIFY
'THIS TRANSITION TO THE NEXT FRESH SCENE.
The film "'" are watching is one describing the events in November 1963.

The

intrigue is set in the South Central U.S.A., in the big city of Dallas, Texas.
It is indeed the heart of the oil-rich state and unfortunately, the center of
hatred and bitterness, fanaticism* at least in the pclitical extreme and including racial intolerance.
The audience is gripped by the plot.

The event is focused on a cold November

day and the local time is 30 minutes past 12 (noon).

You can see clocks hanging

outside stores, or in the store windows, and even on the roof of a seven story
building.

The numbers on this clock are in a digital fornation.

As i f almost imperceptibly, merely as a false start, pcrtends the sight and

arrival of pc"",rful pclice mote. rcycles with four-stroke engines.
i f not frightenly, the sound is synchronized with the picture.

And suddenly,
We can now among

the audience in the theatre both see and hear what is going on.
The film director has laid out the general framework for each stage of the filming.

Thus he has given substance to his overall conception of the film.

With the

oooperation of the director, the principal cameraman (according to the director's
intentions) had systematically sought the requisite camera angles, now complete
and edited, and the cameraman's visualization and comprehension are seen on the
screen.
The start of the sequence is important ... a relevant element.
a question of intensity.

With the help of excellent equipment and technique, the

film crew pan out to make ready the whole scene.
*Fanaticism:

see last page .
. ' . :"~

.

It is all the time

,-
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exceLLencei

And introducing detail, thel white helmet (ffi3!1ufactured of strong plastic), a
Dallas motorcycle police patrolman with his dark sunglasses (essential on that
day), the black leather unifodn (warm and protective), and then (above all the
high powered four-stroke enginb s with 750 cc power-thrust) all this combined is

caught~ by

the cameras, and in b ll view of the crowded movie theatre watching the

broad white screen in Cinemas
The picture is blurred but
and clear) with the sweep of

pe .

f

nly for a while.

Soon the screen is filled (sharp

e accO!1panied motor cavalcade.

All five motor-

cycles are in focus and now YOI can see a convertible a bit ahead of them.

A

combination of deep throated lrgines and foul smelling exhaust fumes has enveloped the broad scene.

It looks suddenly, that the apocalyptic riders have in

hO:t1~!ses'.

itself returned.: .on 'iron

The rurrble of all the engines together sounds

like that of one thousand mil'tary snare drums, or, it could be likened to the
growl of a torpedo motorboat'

exhaust emanating from just above the water line.

""-+~
014

="

starting from Dallas 'LOVE

""

"'~i_'

day in n;ll<ffi _ , ",0 OS",
of
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY. The motorcade would be

The
=Uoipared
the United States, 46 year

FI~ '

airport and proceeding via suburban city areas

to-wards d=town, and then to the lunch accomodation, at the International Trade
Mart building.

I t would be the important clilrax of this trip to Texas.

look as if John Kennedy may

~ve

guests:

b~ought

"I am that ffi3!1 who

It could

again been ready to comnent before the luncheon
Mrs. Kennedy here today!"

(This witty and

amusing remark was really said by the President in Paris, France, in the CO!1pany
of,. among others, President d arles de Gaulle and his wife.)

@.!s

The President and the FirsJ Lady had turned in at the Texas Hotel in Fort \\brth
around midnight late Thursday evening.
In the morning John Kenned

was in a good mood and spirit.

He made one comnent

about Jackie while there were ffi3!1y impatient pecple eager to meet the First Lady:
"You have to be patient and excuse her for awnile because Mrs. Kennedy is still
organizing herself!"

I

Shortly thereafter the President made a comment to one of

his aides, Ken O'Donnell, Wier somet.1,ing like this:
to take her time, because wne

"We must allow her (Jackie)

she is ready, she will look better than any of us!"

So true it was!
The Presidential airplane AIR FORCE ONE with its flight captain James Swindal
Jr. flew the VIP guests to LOVE FIELD in Dallas.

It was now Friday November 22nd.

At the airport the vanguarr of the procession was organized.

Mrs. Kennedy de-

lightfully received a charmin : bouquet of fresh red roses.
The start was due to begin from LOVE FIELD at 11: 50 p.m.

The lead car with

Dallas Chief of Police Jesse Curry and several other high ranking police officers,
along with five Dallas motord-cle patrolmen, were maintaining the control over
the street procession with thk usual radio links to; Dallas Police Dispatch (radio
I
room), Presidential Lincoln, Secret Service agent's follow-up Cadillac, and t.1,e
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Vice President's car.
In all the motorcade consisted of several vehicles, motorcycles, limousines,
and convertibles ... and finally a bus carrying mewbers of the press .
In the Lincoln convertible there were four other mewbers of the party with
the

pr~sident

and the First Lady.

Between the front seat and the back seat were

tM:l e.xtra jump-seats Mlere the Governor of Texas John B. Connally and his channing wife Nellie Connally were seated.

The car was driven by the trustM:lrthy Irish-

born driving expert, Secret Service agent William Robert Greer.

Beside him in the

front on his right, sat another Secret Service agent Roy H. Kellerman, also from
the jo·i hite House Division.

This Kellerman had been appointed the responsible AGENT

IN CHARGE during this Dallas detail (per said operation) . . . 'D' coded as in 'Digest'.
The 1961 Lincoln limousine was a dark/steel/blue specially equipt; 'parade" car.
The hatch had been removed .

On both sides there were standing pedestals (2+2) ...

with handles reserved for any four agents in the Secret Service.

Between the pas-

senger area and the front seat was a partition constructed of steel and heavy plexglass Mlich was open.

The steel upper-balustrade

>laS

so high, that even a tall per-

son sitting down, would be well shielded.
Approximately on the line with the windshield, there were attached on both sides
a large banner, Mlich designated both the State at;d the White House (the President
and the host, the Governor of Texas) .

The car was given the code name: LINmLN SS

100 X.
In addition, on both the ri .t and left sides and more to the rear, there were
shallow side windows parallel t u the Presidential couple sitting in the back seat.
After specific instructions from the President, the pedestals reserved for 'alert'
Secret Service agents were empty, since having ordered them to stay clear .
The follow-up car, a 1955 Cadillac had nearly a full crew of security agents,
two stationed outside on both sidesi' and f0ur more inside.

Interesting in this

detail was that there were actually tM:l more men, in addition to the others, in the
Cadillac.

The President's White House aides Kenneth O'Donnell and David F. Powers

had occupied the two jurrp-seats, in the same way, as Governor

&

Mrs. Connally were

seated in the foregoing Lincoln.
I have been puzzling in my mind over the fact, that these two men being NOT in
the capacity as Secret Service, but yet had been placed in the security follow-up
car!

Why?

My only conclusion M:luld so far contain this almost infantile belief:

THERE WJUlD NOW BE TWJ LESS SECRET SERVICE AGEl<"TS IN THE CADILLAC!
Shortly put, tM:l less agents meant 'de facto'

t~Q

less agent-individuals ... 'to

take care of' and not be concerned about, or to deliver 'orders' to.
The Secret Service agent in charge of the follow-up Cadillac was special agent
Emery P. Roberts, stationed in the front seat, on .the right.
Behind the Cadillac followed, the Vice President's car Mlich was provided for
use by the local host corrrnittee in Dallas.

This car was a mirror-copy of the LIN-

CDLN SS 100 X, with agent in charge Rufus Youngblood.
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Its code name: VARSITY.

At this tline I have to mention one particular detail from the alrcost 900 pages
long Warren Cormnission Report (f the assasination.

I remember well back in 1963

seeing photos in the press the sitting order in the Presidential Lincoln, and after seeing it only once, it renained clearly and distinctly in my mind and merro:ty.
Now, the Warren Rep::>rt nakes a corranent in order to show 'hard evidence' (as sane
facina~ing

fact) over how and in which order all of the individuals were seated in

the Lincoln ... ~ referring to ~ piece of evidence
before the shooting began on Elm Street!

~ ~

photograph taken just seconds

Try to irragine, that if this exhibit of evidence would have been destroyed (hypothetically spoken), the warren Canmission members certainly may have risked to
forget the original (specific) seating order!

Sarcastically put, I 'VvOUld certain-

ly call this reasoning more than 'profound testinony' .
The nain attention naturally is concentrated on the President's limcusine.

The

Presidential couple are sitting comfortably in the back seat, with Kennedy himself
on the right, and his wife on the left side.

Sitting in front of them are the two

hosts, Governor JOM B. Connally and his wife Nellie Connally (with her back towards
Jacqueline Kennedy) .
The duo in the front seat of the car is a team of agents 'par excellence'.
these 'b.o security agents lies a vast p::>rtion of responsibility.
to the President makes their role even 1l'Ore important.

fact the boss.

With

Their closeness

The one on the right was in

Agent Roy H. Kellennan, 48, occupied the leading position in the

White House Secret Service Detail.

'0' cooed (Digest) agents

in Dallas.

In addition, he had been appointed head of the
Kellennan's decisions were the most relevant

ones in the end, despi te the fact, that Chief CUrry in the lead car p::>ssessed the
executive coordinating p::>st for the whole motorcade.

But concerning the :il'nIIediate

actions, that is, those valuable ones which would finally count, agent Roy Kellerman beheld the position as a final decision maker.
Chief CUrry was aware of this, and this caused hjm to be on the utmost alertness.
The reason however is simple, Kellennan was the expert on security matters, a Vbite
House agent.

And it was obvious that no one else in the security force, particular-

lyon this day, could get any more intensified treatment in this regard.
The Presidential driver, William Greer, 54, was a skillful professionalist in
his specialist capacity.

He had performed exceptionly well in many previous assign-

ments of the same nature.

For example, he had driven the li.m:::>usine I men the head

of the Ethiopian state Haile Selassie was on board with the President during an
offical visit.
It is clear that a driver on a mission (assignment) like this must know a great
deal of the special features of the job.

Naturally Greer was good in handling the

big car and familiar to its technical and other functions such as i the powerful response of the engine by substancial pressure on the accelerator pedal, the qualities
of the sensitive steering mechanism, and the overall visibility from that poSition,
and etc.

The driver had to know how to maintain a very steady low speed.

There
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should be no doubt whatsoever for the driver to know what follows, in the event
that an emergency should arise, when he abruptly raises the speed of the car.
In conclusion of the foregoing, agent Greer (or a driver in that general capacity)
in fact had a most decisive and significant role in the outcome of the rapidly
occuring events.

Moreover the driver was not alone, for during the whole motorcade

'excursion , he had a 'nap readeJ: ' sitting next to him.

Since Roy Kellernan was the

lead coordinator of this operation, it was in fact natural to have close cooperation all the time.

The key phrase was:

QUICK REACTION TIME

&

RESPONSE!

Just one

second could be enough, if you wanted to save your President ... or otherwise lose
him!

Actually the Secret Service handbook has instructions and specific guidelines

for such emergencies .
The nain issue in the whole problem is as follows:

if and when there exists

acute indications that the President has been picked up as a target by a riflenan
(assassin with a weapcn) , then the vehicle in which the 'target' is seated !lUst
immediately respcnd by moving away towards a safety area (away from the sharpshooters
range of firepcwer).

After all, it only requires the driver to press down on the

accelerator without hesitation by natural instinct learned in the profession.

But

if this does not happen, as in the case with Bill Greer on Elm Street ... you will
lose the PreSident!
It looks inmensly easy to react professionally in this case.

But the phenorrena

is closely the same when there has been a shipwreck at sea; everyone on land, and
especially afterwards, seem to pcssess the only right means on how the rescue operati on should have been expedited.
It has been indicated earlier that J. Edgar Hoover, as the Bureau Chief of the
FBI, had pcwer and influence in changing the route of the Presidential motorcade
only a couple of days prior to Kennedy's arrival.

So, instead of continueing

straight forward on M3.in Street and then entering Sterrrnons Freeway, there was an
extra tour .

The motorcade with the leading car and the motorcycles nade a 90 de-

gree tum to the right, from M3.in to Houston Street, and then to the next tum ...
which already indicated the prelude to the tragedy.

In order to get to Elm Street,

it required a substantial lowering of the 'narching speed' to make a very sharp
left tum, in all about 120 degrees.
William Greer had become a ckuainted with the original route and was comfortable
with it.

But this last minutJ change in the route nade him a little bit confused .

It is another thing to accelJ ate rapidly on M3.in Street, rather than almost crawl
on Elm Street, while going through Dealy Plaza.
many open grassy areas, plus

~e

I

It seemed very hazardous with so

street was on a descent, towards the triple over-

pass and railway bridge.
Before entering the Plaza at 12:30 p.m. sharp, the President had at several previous stages ordered the limo sine to halt, so that the President had the oppcrtunity personally to shake

hand~

and greet the Dallas citizens.

Due to these spcra-

dic stops, the motorcade thatl h'lp. started from LOVE FIELD at 11: 50 p.m., was now
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slightly delayed from the original (official) schedule.

It has been officially

registered, that during the brief halts earlier in the streets , agent Kellerman
had stepped out of the Lincoln la nd approached the President; also the Secret Service agents hanging onto the follow-up Cadillac had done likewise.

You may well

ilPagine, that every stop of this nature, must have worried the driver Bill Greer
a great deal.

It w"Ould be much easier to keep a steady pace, although very slow-

ly, and not compromise safety.
The estilPated arrival time (ErA) at the luncheon accommodation, the Dallas
Trade Mart Building, was SchedJ led to be at 12:35 p.m.

Instead of heading to

this destination, driver Bill :;reer was soon accelerating the Linooln, on a substancial 'high speed race against time' towards the Parkland Naval Hospital!
I have gone through in my mind the assassination strategy plan a vast amount
of times, and I must admit that: the locality (or location), for opening fire on
the target (Kennedy) was a brilliant idea.

The murder setting allowed the motor-

cade's speed to diminish down Jo about only 11-15 km/h.

Imagine the President ,

asking the driver to stop instead , in the middle of Elm Street!

There were many

people this day in the Plaza, many of them possessing a camera, or a rrovie camera.
Despite the moving target, the !sharpshooter behind the fence of the grassy knoll
shoots anyway, whereas otherwise, the aiming w::luld have been rrore accurate and
rrost likely fatal .

And would tbe reactions of the Secret Service agents differed

if the w::lund on the President'

Jl ower neck had not been the same as it was?

Like

Kellerman and others rushing to protect Kennedy while Greer is pressing down on
the accelerator?
the grassy knoll?

The marksman being arrested in a minute when trying to leave
Such was not the case in the latter question , since the alleged

subject (marksman) claimed to

Je officially part of the

security in the area, with

official credentials .. . and theA mysteriously disappears from the site!
Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. J ote in 1965 a distiriguished book in memory of John
Fitzgerald Kennedy; 'A THOUSAND DAYS'.

The author adapted a motto in the begin-

ing of the book quoting Ernest Hemingway .

It is as follows:

IF PEDPLE BRING SO MUCH COURAGE 'lO THIS \\DRLO, THE I\QRLO
HAS 'lO KILL THEM 'lO BREAK THEM, SO OF COURSE IT KILLS THEM.
THE \\DRLO BREAKS EJERYONE AND AFTERWARD MANY ARE STRONG AT
THE BROKEN PLACES .11 BlJ"T THOSE THAT WILL NOr BREAK IT KILLS.
IT KILLS THE VERY <XDD

,

Ai\[)

THE VERY GENTLE AND THE VERY

BRAVE IMPARTIALLY.
I had Hemingway on my mind when writing my study on the Dallas assassination .

I

I remembered the author's novel 'FOR WHOM THE BELLS 'lOLL' .

I imagine it was an

attempt to incorporate in the bontext a flavour oO
f symbolism adapted from farrous
,
prose. And therefore ensued the following in which I wrote: As the clocks in
Dallas ticked on towards 12 : 30, one could alrrost ask "For whom does the bell toll?"
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And the answer:

"The bells are tolling for John Kennedy . . . "

We know now that the count-cCMn was already very much under way, and the Conspirators were keeping an eye

0 .'1

the chronometer.

The forthcaning death presentation was opened by the lead car.
the roar of the police constables riding on their motorcycles.

Then followed

They jumped into

the death arena as wildly motivated as the Hell's i>.ngels .. . but far more precise
\

and sophisticated.

Actually they were a splendid Sight, but moreover , they did

create a terrible din.
In the New World , former teri itories under the Union Jack , it was uncustomary
to ride' in regal state'.

Wagons pulled by four horses were most canmon.

Later

in America the 'iron horses' or railroad took over fran the horse and cart .
So, this sight of five 750 cc motorcycles was extremely impressive .

Apart fran

the deafening roar, it catches people's attention and enters their consciousness
in a peculiar psychological way.

Psychologists claim that loud noises causes dis-

turbances in a person and blocks their field of vision from actual detail .
Those who planned the assassination had help fran top brains in the field .

It

must be noted, that they had i.lrbibed a vast wealth of fact and empirical experience,
including models of social- moto) istic behaviour .

The stakes being so high, it had

been compulsory, to take notice of everything and consider all alternatives.
There is a fairly large building ahead which the motorcade passes on the right,
the Texas School Book Depository, locally known as the 'D3.I-Tex' building .

It is

an older seven story building with lots of windows receding into the background.
Elm Street, sloping slightly dCMn-<jrade, is the 'upper' main gateway to Dealy Plaza.
Looked at from the air, the whole place is like a silhouette figure drawn on the
ground.

It resembles a very large Holy Camunion CUp and it is similar in shape

to a river delta.

Elm Street forms the top line with Main Street running right

down through the middle.

The bottan line is formed by Corrrnerce Street.

D-D3.y was set on that FridaY: /22nd, of November 1963, and the time was scheduled
for 12:30 p.m. precisely.
D-D3.y (Destiny-D3.y, or Death-D3.y), by the ' D' forces was taking place on . ..•.
'DEADLY PLAZA' .

"From here to eternity ... "
The count-down is synchronized.
was planned .

Everything is going as it

Only the time is about here and running out.

his own heart pulsating.

Bill Greer can feel

The hands on the steering I,heel are sweating slightly.

a~

The ball has started its roll
NOW!

The way is clear.

THE MJMENT HAS ARRIVED!

last!
Several shots ring out and sound like one!

They are fired from various places .

'Curtain-fire' it Io.<JUld have been called in

the military, and for the vast. part, an infusion to create confusion by astray
fire (meaning to mislead the
tary strategy.

0

~ervation

of the witnesses - enemy), an old mili-
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Several people think that they heard firecrackers or an exhaust backfiring.
But those who had been to a war j like the 'Big One ', or in Korea . ... instantly
recognized the origin as a

wea~n's

discharge.

The locations for the Shootif ,gS were:
the Dal~ex building; distance

1. Open window on the sixth floor of

10the target a

little more than 80 metres .

2. The grass-covered mound behi ,d a fence, the grassy knoll (as later referred
to); distance about 35-40 metrel .

~e
~e

down Elm Street; 95 metres from
yet been ruled out, from one of

3. A multi-level intersection overpass further
target.

4 . An additional trajectory has not

high roofs of the buildings along Houston St.

PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY HA IBEEN HIT!

The bullet from the grass rround up on

the right hand side, is quite ai curate, but not lethal.

I t passes through the

President's lower neck very clOr e to his thyroid cartilage.
to the left towards his wife.
her husband has been shot .

The President slumps

$ackie Kennedy does not immediately notice that

The/ pecPle in the Lincoln, and in the following car

containing the security agents , and plus the Vice President ' s car , do notice what
is happening.

In addition, man ipecPle on both sides of Elm Street, in the direct

' l ~luS

vicinity of the 'grassy knoll'

j

that something is suddenly wron ,
Also the po:ice motorcycle

here and there on Dealy Plaza, have spotted

~trolmen

are on the alert.

In the lead car all of

the attention is focused on thJkelves in trying to react to the onslaught.

There

are more sounds of gun shots bel ng fired, coming as serial fire, but not in the
steady machine gun rhythm, whi
lapse of 6 - 7 seconds.

I

I

later on was quite impossible to count in a time

I, en
second 1
'1 t,

The rrost frightful scene is
John Kennedy receives a

to be observed in the Lincoln coupe.
this time fa tal.

President

The President ' s upper body

reacts violently to the project·1 e shot at his head, and is tossed backwards up
against the back seat of the L]' coln.
head, blowing away rrost of the

A large blood cloud gushes out;..erd from his

bar skull area .

Pieces of brain tissues, bones,

blood vessel s and nerve fibres Ire splattered onto Jackie and the Connallys, onto
the trunk lid, the car floor,
time (in all less than 15 seco

d even onto the tarmac (road surface) .

b ),

All the

a man has been standing steadily and finnly on

the northern side

J He is not disturbed of anything ... . and his .. 8mm

movie camera keeps on rolling

Ib taking steady pictures.

In additi on, there are

several rrore cameramen filming lIith the same type of equipment at this time, later

II

confirmed seven in all.
A frightening detail:

THE

. ... the protectors of our
At this time I want to
much nonsense has henceforth

RET SERVICE SEEMS TO BE M:lTIONLESS

These particular

INACTIVE!

ave already accomplished their dread deed .
It with the following:

It is sad to notice how

en provided from the so-called experts over the

~ed very aggressively backwards, when hit in the
' expert~ ' claimed, that a human body hit from behind will

fact, that John Kennedy was to
head.

&
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\ '.'

react so, that the impact of the f orce plunges the target backwards !

The official

investigation rranifested in the r arren Commission Report a l so adapted thi s very
mystenous claJ.ll\.

But such a pHenomena DOES Nor rrat ch with the l aws of physics .

In addition, when the fatal prOjbctile ripped a huge gap in the President ' s skull ,
it is

~ssible

to maintain thaF the bullet trajectory came from behind .

In the

murder- theory officially acceptetl in the Warren Report states , that Lee Harvey Oswald was aiming from the Dal-Texl 6th floor window.

It is obvious that the Pres i dent

in this case should have been tossed strongly forward .

II

This could have been seen

in a totally different l ight if Kennedy woul d have fallen forward, towards Governor
and Mrs. Connally!
At this point, it is not so urgent or critical to know which of the bullets in
numbered order (or sequence) ,

wa~

the one that kill ed John F . Kennedy.

The highl y

relevant fact about this revolver bullet is, that it was fired POINT BLANK from
the FRONT, only about one metre fran the President's head!

The fatal projectile

came fran a .45 calibre revolver, and it was a so-called 'dum-dum' type bullet .. .
explosive on impact and

chemical~y

poisoned.

~gent ' s

Let us review Secret Service

Roy H. Kellernan ' s reaction to all of this .

For only a period of t= to thre6 seconds, he was wavering like a tight-rope walker ,
with uncertain odds ahead.

~

For

soaring moment in history, Roy I<ellennan possessed

ild

t= opposite decisions; 1) He c

save his President , or then , 2) not save him.

The latter choice =n ... Kellermaff took the hard and heartless option .
t= seconds the most powerful antl dangerous man in whole Arrerica!

He was for

Whatever he then

felt for his President (America, l!united States, or etc.) was overcome by the wicked
promise, which he had given to

e Conspiracy.

ning out he had to stay faithful

With the fragments of seconds run-

the Conspiracy , act immediately, think no more

of nothing, and calmly concentra e on the task at hand .
FEAR IS MY WEAPON!

And fear

I t had to be done , damn it!

uld never let go, since that mcment in infamy!

It is much more easier to kill swmeone else ... let alone the UNITED STATES PRES IDENT
... and there will be no return J t for a grave of his own at the cemetery , i f this
job is not done properly!
"BILL!

I

FINISH HIM OFF NOW WIlI'H YOUR .45 , wHILE I STEER THE CAR!"

No one else

except William Greer , the chauf eur , hears Kellerman's half-loud whisper .
The Book of Revelations was aLrost at hand.
apocalyptic riders were there t cb .
nightrrare.

The ghastliness of

=und the wrong way, or if the

The modern iron and gasol ine driven

The whole set turned into a perverted bizarre

e situation is revealed like a film cartridge being

I

ed of the film is exaggerated, just like in the

silent rrovies .
And let us also review Secre

Service agent's William Greer's reacti on to this .

One thought flashed surprisingl

through Greer ' s mind which he woul d only remember

later . . . ' there is no return, fo
rronths, and years later , never
Dan the pilot, and the war

end' .

Bill's feelings days, weeks ,

tched those of John Wayne playing the part of Mr .
from the Korean War.
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Arrazingly enough, agent

Greer had for a flimsy rroment,

e whistling tune echoing in his ears.

Greer wo..Ild survive for long pe ' ods, until at

Sate

William

point hence, the man would

experience a strange mental statl of acute psychosis ... a dimension related to
the hallucinations originated' ILSD 'trips'.

He would have moments of doubt

over the dilemra; whether he or saneone else had finally PULLED THE TRIGGER in
the cat .. .
The time frequence for all

0

I this

was approxirrately similar to that encount-

ered behind the Lincoln's huge steering v.heel by William Greer, to that when,
Second Lieutenant jg 'skipper' 'Iohn Kennedy had under a frightening second or
two to experience, that a huge

rk-grey heavy-steel bow of a Japanese destroyer

was crashing into his

It was only a passing rroment before Bill

Greer pointed his .45 revolver

d shot the President of the United States to ...

death!

was a terrible success.

In a short concensus,

Greer knew that if he had goofed, or failed, he might as well have shot Dimself!
The Conspiracy dealt with horr' le options in this game of 'high stakes' to bring
about their ultirrate Victory ' j
A bullet is a bullet, or is it ... ?

This one came from a Secret Service type

weapon .. . a .45 calibre autornatlc revolver.
and converted to contain speci

With a projectile clinically deviced

and unique toxic, a poison which gave only a

deadly effect in an instant uJ n impact on the target, the victim.
The shooting itself was a c ll ld, pragmatic professional kill.
or synpathy added.

The result

were any feelings at all, the

No pity, rrercy,

the ultimate cutcome was unavoidable.

Iwere

sheer coldness and horror.

If there

In a moment (a

flexibility, mechanical precision , releashing the

split second) which called fo

t lightning speed.

safety on the gun, and firing

I

I
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CHAPTER 4
'DALLAS 3'
\ "K E NNE D Y

MUS T

NOT

LEA V E

D ALL A 5

A L I V E!"

Since the founding of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA in 1776,
four Presidents have bee

assassinated in their country while still

in office:
Abraham Lincoln
J~mes A . Garfield

William McKinley
, John F. Kennedy ...
As a grotesque curiosity, I mention here Richard M. Nixor., since
while still in office, he ended up commiting a certain kind of a
'suicide' ... a political l ara-kiri . .
In this century and d 1ring the present U.S. history, numerous
attempts have been made

~n

the life of a President.

Before Kennedy,

they included Theodore Rd osevelt, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and
Harry S. Truman.
In the l [ 980S' President Ronald Reagan was actually
once seriously hit in th stomach by a bullet.
After the Kennedy ass

sinatlon, many writers, journalists, and

columnists ( & etc.), amu 1 ed themselves pointing out anachronies,
kinds of similarities be r Leen the assassinations of Lincoln (1865),
and Kennedy (1963).

It is known history that John Wilkes Booth shot

President Lincoln in a Wl Shington theatre, and the assassin then escaped into a warehouse . l EX-Marine Lee Harvey Oswald was accused of
the Kennedy assass inatio

and had shot the President from a warehouse

(School Book Depository)

and then escaped into a Dallas movie theatre!

Kind of witty ... but pure nonsense (regarding Oswald's participation).
President Lyndon B. J0hnson appointed a committee or commission to
clear up the

assassinati ~ n

commission was Chief

of John F. Kennedy.

Jus ~ l ce

commission, other distin

Earl S. Warren.

I ished

The chairman in this
In the eight member

members were Gerald S. Ford (later

President of the U.S.) a F Allen

w.

Dulles.

In retrospect, it now f ecomes evident that the whole Warren 'investigation ' was basical y a farce and put forward entirely for the
-
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purpose of bluffing the

people, and the rest of the world!
But it delivered very con~eniently a manifestation of a document,
which in the foremost
as a 'power of attorney' to say, that
all is done that can

and officially the case is closed.
In addition, the new Pres'dent was also cleared and removed as a
suspect. However, it rem
be seen whether he was involved.
The Warren Report is t

the history of law and
demo cracy! The result
dead President.

cunning outcome as a precedent in
tice in the U.S ... a black mark against
the Dallas Conspiracy was a sad one:

a

There are peculiar

ds (evaluation and criticism) inside the
conditions surrounding th events on Elm Street and elsewhere .
There is much suspicion concerning certain suspects, especially
members of the Warren Co

ission, that they are very deeply involved

... although difficult to
consistent to reflect
in a perspective, that

It is very understandable and also
Commission's policy and researching tactics
Warren Commission could hardly investigate

a quagmire, into which

of its bona-fide members could start to

sink, and even worse by d agging the Conspiracy down with it.
Naturally, the Commiss ' on with its 'sheepish' attitude came out
wi th something only half- aked, so that with every step forward (in
the performance of the Se ret Service) must be viewed as beneficial
to the whole nation!

The almost total purification of the Secret

Service, which origina ll y was solemnly deviced to act and take all
possible measures to prev ~ nt anyone threatening or endangering the
life of the President, wJ reas this time it was an attempt to throw
off suspicion from any Wri ng-dOing (to be beyond reproach).
It was
just another part of the

over-up to seal it with their stamp of

approval and bring back t · the Secret Service their due of full glory!
And to top it all, the Commission stressed that it had dedicated
its time in this respect, to a general discussion on 'HOW TO PROTECT
THE NATION'S PRESIDENT'

n light of the experience gained from the

tragedy in Dallas)!
The second most import nt aspect from the Dallas facit was then

the public realization th~ t the Secret Service had in fact been entirely 'cleared' by the Warren Commission. It was exonerated, even
though every 'D-coded' ag nt could have been submitted, to a very
thorough interrogation in 0 all aspects concerning the assassination.
It is a peculiar thing, t at is, to interrogate the living!
It can
turn out to be most awkwar d, be cause such people under the interroga-

1--

tion process, might even talk!!

-
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The 'dead' instead (sur ly you do realize to whom we are hinting)
can no longer be interview d or interrogated ... but certainly easy to
accuse and convict them wii hout any remorse!
By the way, do rest in
peace Lee Harvey ... if it i
possible.
Su~e, the Secret Servic:

did of course hand over its own interpre-

tation of the investigatiO

report, to the Commission.

The written

I

statement was handed over

!,
I

n five or more duplicates, so that as many

a person as possible could read the whole 'moving and heart-rendering'
analogy!
Therein the Commission: tated (in a grandiose attempt for exaltaI

tion) in its report;

'bein

responsible for the safety of the Presi-

I

dent of the U.S.A. is a ta

immense difficulty and complexity'.

Of course this

one can deny it.
~

the elementary school at
essay! So

Anyone could have in

e age of nine written that in a school
?

But the point in quest' n was:

Exactly how and also who had the

i

abilities and the power (;lus charisma), to turn the whole security
operation to function

'ne~ando'

... not only against itself, but most

sadly against the prime s:bject of protection, the President'himself?
And in reality, this 'tra;tor' actually did cause it to happen on
I

that particular day in Da"las.
describing it properly;

r

'~HE

Someone later called it correctly by

DISGRACE OF DALLAS'.

One must also take int: consideration, that a political assassination in this case had a c,rtain goal in mind, that the new National
Administration with a newrPresident, will make certain appropiate
changes in the course of~' tate policy. Enter: Coup D"'Etat. Cause
and effect: Kennedy assa:
Result: Primarily the whole of
the administrative leader hip de facto and the important main objectives of the United State

were changed.

Everything seemed to ~ ppen in front of everyone in Dallas that
I

day.

The people, in spit:

of the grief and horror, had to submit to

all this, and incidentall:.... submit 'they did!

Any doubtful critical

question regarding the as! assination investigation, resul ted with a
cliche drawn 'over their

yes' in a form of a veil, which follows:

REPORT OF THE WARREN CO
JOHN F. KENNEDY / CHAIR

SSION ON THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
CHIEF JUSTICE EARL S. WARREN. PERIOD.

'As if nobody could see
forrest because there were so many trees!'
William Howard Taft h
said: liThe President of the United States
appears to the whole peo' e of America as a representative and embodination."

ment of the majesty and

-
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Expressed allegorically and poetically, the whole American nation
collapsed with President K nnedy in Dallas.

Psychologically (in

their mental reactions), t is is what actually happened to a great
extent.
John F. Kennedy realize and internalized the personal interrelati~nship that took pIa e between his Presidency (himself) and
the American people.

This is why Kennedy gave priority to the ob-

ligation, which was part

his status as President, of appearing

0

before his own people and

roving the justification of the clause

and concept which his pred cessor from the beginning of the century,
President Taft (1909-1913) had talked about.
It may be tempted to co

ent here, that the only difference bet-

ween Taft and Kennedy were
to the latter, ie Secret S

the special security resources available

The President is not al
hide from his people, or act as
if he was continously wor Oed about his own safety. If John Kennedy
alone had the sovereign p

ers of decision regarding his

apparatus, he would have

se~urity

of the functions of the Secret

Service. In view of what appened in Dallas, this would have been
a heavy blow to the 'Servo
The fact that the Secr

Service agents were nearby, was crucial

for the assassination pIa.

A rainy day in Dallas would have spoiled

the assassination chances of succeeding according to plan.

William

Greer would not have been capable of murder in a sedan, because that
would have been definite' uicide of a certain kamikaze type operation.
In the event of bad weath r, the President would have been driven in
a car with a closed hatch

That would have been a major factor, not

to be able to aim from ou side the vehicle, on the President.
Elm Street in Dallas w s included in the route, so that the firing
positions could be marked in the area, ie in Dealy Plaza.
The fact that the entr nce to Elm Street would mean a reduction
in the speed of the motor ade, had also been taken into account.
reason was a sharp left

rn of ahout 120 degrees, which had to be

made from Houston
of the motorcade.

The

The President's car was in the front part
The p

the marching speed, dire
left turn, causing the u
tance between two vehicl
In practice, when the
entered Elm Street, they
of the motorcade. Gradu

icemen on the motorcycles had to diminish
ly behind the lead-car negotiating this
:al phenomena in street traffic, as the dissuddenly shortened to a minimum.
I

car, motorcycles, and the Lincoln had
way made a"fresh start' as the front
the speed would again be increasing.
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One indication, referring to the assumption that the Conspiracy
was losing one after another good advantage point to use for an
assassination attempt, is why FBI Bureau Chief personally made an
adjustment to the original (and accepted) motorcade street route in
Dallas.

It has been claimed that this last minute alteration to the

official route was not shown on the front page of the Dallas Morning
News, of Friday, November 22nd.
This is quite interesting at least in a couple of aspects.

First,

a leading local newspaper in the city of Dallas would evidently publish an alteration of this scale on its front page, unless there was
a sponsor of very high status (Hoover) preventing it from going to
print.

Secondly, how on earth could

Le~

Harvey Oswald know in the

first place that the Presidential motorcade was to pass the Dal-Tex
building?

Oswald's sojourn in the Dal-Tex building and the Conspira-

cy's assassination plan on Elm Street were tightly connected.

Oswald

being on the 6th floor of the Dal-Tex building, and the motorcade is
otherwise a huge distance away moving along Main Street, would have
meant cancellation of the whole operation.
Lee H. Oswald seems to have been more and more an involuntary participant to the operation as a whole.

But in fact he wasn't.

For he

would be the man in the flesh scapegoat, which was needed to throw the
blame off from other participants.

And ingeniously enough, Oswald's

appearance 'on stage' was very accurately calculated.
We can make several assumptions over the tactics how the Conspiracy persuaded this young EX-Marine to join the 'club'.

Let us assume

that necessary quantities of hallucigenetic drugs were given to this
poor fellow.

Eventually he would become more like a human robot.

Perhaps evaluating the means to 'brain-wash' Oswald is not quite as
probable here.

Only the fact that they used this man as a patsy,

and when they were done with him, they let him die to create a deadend.
If you try to think psychologically about Lee Harvey's behaviour
after he had been arrested in a Dallas movie theatre, you certainly
can feel puzzled!

Try to suppose that a man, a lonely gunman, has

planned and succeeded all alone in killing from a great distance,
the President of the' United States of America.

Then only a couple

of hours later, at the moment of his arrest (and also later), this
man does not say anything of his accomplishments; for he is not bursting about with exuberance or anything else in that manner of behaviour!
Wouldn't that seem at least peculiar?
And also there is varying information on the speed of the motorcade.

Americans talk

abou~.miles

per hour, and 11-15 mph is very
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different from 15 kilometres per hour.
Maybe it is unnecessary to remark about this, but I will do it
anyway.

If Kennedy's car was moving let us say 50 kph on Elm Street,

that would have constituted a reasonable safety factor, giving only
a very minute chance for a marksman to score.
place.~

the speed of the cars was essential.

Naturally, in the first
The unique thing that

happened on Elm Street was that, even though the speed was slow, the
cars were on the move all the time, there came a tiny moment when it
almost stopped moving ... just after Greer had pulled the trigger.
The Warren Commission, as we later found out, was very reluctant
to analyze the movie film taken on Elm Street by the Jewish tailor
Abraham Zapruder.

They cleverly concentrated on the speed of the

Lincoln and in comparison with Kennedy's movements in the back seat
of the car, with the showing of film sequences and other high-tech
reconstruction elements.
Only years later (when it was discovered and made public), that
somehow there existed a cassette tape consisting the authentic gunshot sounds.

Somehow one of the motorcycle patrolmen had left his

radio communication system on the ON position, which thereby in a
normal operating procedure was recorded at Central Police Dispatch.
It was then possible to make more comparison tests.
was almost epoch-making!

Of course this

Now it could be stated that there had been

so many gunshots, that the inevitable number of gunmen had to be more
than one (Oswald).
It is a paradox, that it was already known in the midst of the 70s,
that a total of seven (7) people had been filming with a movie camera
on Elm Street that Friday at 12:30 p.m.

So why were all these vital

exhibits of evidence being wiped away from the official investigation?
As per the exact speed of the Lincoln on Elm Street at that particular moment, the Warren Commission gives the lowest speed here as

11 mph, ie 17/18 kph. This slow speed is most advantageous for a
gunman awaiting in ambush. Plenty of time to aim and fire away.
It has been revealed that the FBI tampered with the Zapruder film.
Th~y simply switched the order of a couple of crucial frames!
This
is called distorting (tampering) the evidence, which under u.S. Law
Statutes is a serious felony.
It now becomes important that we go back and analyze in depth the
actual speed of the motorcade.
Chauffeur William Greer gave the Warren Commission a statement regarding to speed and contains the following:

He, Bill Greer, who was

the driver of the car (Presidential Lincoln), knew all the minor differences and discrepancies of the speedometer (miles per hour), says
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later under oath, that when the first shot was fired, he estimated
(did not know exactly) that the speed of the Lincoln was 12-15 miles
an hour.
A fairly loose and even an inaccurate statement, taking into account, that it was given by a professional chauffeur.

It is most

definitely essential in hiR job to be able to keep and maintain a
very exact driving speed.
When the Warren Commission examined other witnesses, it found
that on the basis of several statements, the driving speeds range
from 7 to as much as 22 miles per hour!
So, seven miles (7 mph) was also stated.
the most crawling speed in a car.
(more exactly 1,609.3 metres).
11.3 kilometres an hour.
35.3 kilometres an hour!

That is basically at

One mile equals about 1,609 metres

Seven (7) miles an hour is therefore

Correspondingly 22 miles an hour would be

The agreed marching speed (or pace) of the motorcade was 15 mph.
One can say that this is exceptionally slow in general.

But a drop

to 7 mph is considerably less, especially when it is difficult to
give any sensible reason for it.

A reasonable exception would be

the natural reactive diminishing speed, while negotiating the 120
degree left turn onto Elm Street (as mentioned earlier) .
There were witnesses who testified later that the marching pace
speed of the Lincoln clearly slowed down, and for a moment it almost
carne to a complete 'standstill' or halt.
Two women in their mid-30s were very close by (on the grass next
to the pacement of Elm Street) when the Presidential Lincoln was
passing by.

The other lady was taking a snapshot with her camera,

while the other approached the car by taking a few steps forward.
There were only a few metres between this lady and the passing car.
Precisely at this paint the first shots were fired.

The lady could

see the car the whole time (6-7 seconds) and witnessed the assassination from beginning to end ... and INCLUDING THE FATAL SHOT that in
fact killed the President!

"The car almost stopped and the driver

(Bill Greer) behaved in a peculiar way!

II

Her testimony was published later, with quite vague formulations.
My guess here is that this young woman had in fact testified (originally to the FBI) and stated:
There is every reasonable doubt

"I saw the driver shoot the President!"
t~,believe

that many

stat~ments

from

actual true witnesses were mysteriously omitted from the investigative report.
In my opinion, Bill Greer has cunningly and deceitfully given the
speed of the car as 12-15 mph (24.3 kph).
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There must have been something wrong with the Lincoln's progress
along Elm Street.

Let's ask ourselves this question:

"Why did the

speed all of a sudden slow down to nearly a complete standstill?"
Answer:

Bill Greer had to slightly raise himself off the driver's

seat and turn to the right in order to align his weapon towards the
Presioent. Automatically this movement forced his right foot for a
moment to rise off the accelerator pedal.
The Warren Commission Report however states:

'Bill Greer, while

continuing to drive, looked over his shoulder and saw that Governor
Connally had turned and t\~isted to the right, and clearly down lower
in his (jump) seat between Roy Kellerman and the President'.
It is very clearly understandable that both Greer and Kellerman
left out one important phase in the development!

Otherwise these

two men are quite logical in what they say or describe.

They say

what is natural and 'right' ... and at the same time fits the context,
whereas, their statements are synchronized in delivering a similar
story.
From the Conspiracy's point of view, Dealy Plaza and Elm Street
were ideal to obtain the main objective.
"Kennedy must not leave Dallas alive".

No wonder Hoover said:
Of course the Bureau Chief

was quite aware, that in the short time frame allowed, there would
not be anymore assassination locations nearly as good as in Dallas.
(This short time factor

i~volved

will be explained in context later.)

The generally hostile atmosphere in this southern state (& city),
were also to be taken into account on the 'plus' side.

The shooting

in Dealy Plaza was arranged according to a classic military diversion.
The almost 'irrational' cross-fire had its impact; confusion, fear,
and mental disorientation.
Lee Harvey Oswald, a 24 year old ex-Marine was used and sacrificed
in the normal 'mafian manner'.

Lee, the scapegoat or patsy, was in

fact placed in the Dal-Tex building for a specific reason, and then
claimed to be on the sixth floor in a junk storage room.
we should ask:

However,

"WAS HE REALLY UP THERE WHEN THE SHOOTING STARTED?"

But his 'presence' by being there was very significant, whether his
presence was upstairs at that very moment, or downstairs at the main
entrance to the building 'to place him at the scene of the crime) .
It is a distinct possibility that one of the riflemen on the 6th
floor was no one else but M. Jack Ruby (Rubinstein) himself!

Being

a Mafioso 'errand boy' in Dallas and fully capable of murder (as
could be seen on the TV NETWORKS the following Sunday)!
At least one amateur mbvie camera picture taker, Orville Nix,
caught on his film the rifleman behind the grassy knoll fence, and
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then leaving quickly from the area after packing up his rifle.
In addition, many people witnessed the 'live' performance; and
amazingly many of them soon died a premature death!
One Lee Harvey Oswald (or as Bobby Kennedy once called him, Harvey
Lee Oswald), was arrested by a dozen policemen far from the scene of
the a·ssa\j~~nc:t~\~~/: He was found in the 'Texas' movie theatre (show- . .
ing an ~.L3.n Ladd picture), following a complaint from the person in '~~:the movie theatre ticket booth, that someone had not paid for his
ticket.
The obvious 'odd thing' about this arrest is of course this; if
there has come a report to the police from a movie theatre about a
visitor entering without purchasing a ticket, would it really be in
proportion to the offense to send a dozen policemen to check it out?
Hardly.

On the other hand, there had a little earlier been a shoot-

ing incident in the city, and a police officer had been hit (constable
Tippit).

And a little earlier than that, an assassination!

Oswald is arrested.

Inside the movie theatre he makes only minor

resistance; most usually an indication of behaviour from a person who
is not anticipating an arrest of himself!
confused.

Oswald looks surprised and

Not a hint of boasting or having performed a great deed,

and then on the other hand, he is completely baffled by the contention
that he has killed the President of the United States.

And then all

of a sudden, this movie int'ruder is the center of attention!
So, Lee Harvey Oswald's last 36 hours alive as a

'patsy' have begun.

The suspect is being held in the premises of the Dallas Police Precinct.
There are a few interrogation events, but no customary memoranda or
interrogating minutes are kept for the record.

Lee does not confess,

admit or say anything incriminating, that would tie him in with the
assassination.
The outcome of Oswald's interrogation records a blank.

When he

is shot by Ruby on Sunday the 24th (before noon), there is nothing
left of a testimony, report, or document that could tie him in the
assassination.

IJ;
I

Still the verdict on Lee Harvey Oswald remains GUILTY.

An amazing verdict in the history of the law.
was Oswald
no.

f~und

Was justice achieved,

guilty beyond a reasonable doubt?

No, no, and again

There was only doubt ... and nothing but doubt.

And so it stayed.

In spite of the Warren Commission being headed by the Chief Justice Earl

s.

Warren, the commission report was in no way a manifesta-

tion on the justice of law in the true sense.

The Warren Commission

Report was an expression of bad conscience, cowardice, and also a
major cover-up!
"'" h ..
I
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It should be concluded here, that the final, or at least the
fatal shot fired by chauffeur Greer was not in the original plan
of action, or even on the assassination agenda.

The whole opera-

tion was headed for disaster until this alternative action was taken into account as a reserve or backup measure, which was then
acted\upon purely by instinct by well trained agents.

We may never

know if Kellerman and Gre~r had in advance a 'work schedule' or a
'division of job duties' (concerning the possibility of reactionary
measures from within the ,!ar itself).
Roy Kellerman was in command of the operation and Greer had to
(was bound) obey him.

And if the execution by shooting with a re-

volver were to be achieved more or less in an improvised manner,
then Kellerman would have to judge the situation very quickly and
order a proffessional type 'kill'.

Since it was so quickly executed,

there happened a mistake of great magnitude, in the unexpected use
of the wrong kind of bullet.

This created a very large problem.

Bill Greer had in his possession, strapped over his chest and
under his jacket in a shoulder belt holster, a special Secret Service .45 caliber automatic revolver.
which have two

distinctiv~

called 'dum-dum'

functions.

It contained special bullets
The projectiles were the so-

(alias e: :?losive type).

In other words it means,

when hitting and entering the target, the projectile thereupon also
explodes at impact.

And which was even more serious, the bullets

each contained a clinically fabricated toxin isolated from specific
type of oyster shells, which most likely were ingeniously prepared
in some CIA or FBI lab.
In any case, a toxin in a bullet was in itself unique.

In addi-

tion it also would serve as a 'fingerprint' of its origin!
To take a 'giant leap' from the shooting arena to Parkland Hospital, it can be assured how essential it really was for the Secret
Service that NO AUTOPSY WOULD BE UNDERTAKEN by the Dallas County Coroner at Parkland.

A patl'.ologist would have FOUND TRACES OF A TOXIN

in the President's brains and the interior part of the skull .... and
that would have been very awkward for someone ... !
These two security agents from the White House Division, Kellerman
and Greer, had special qualities as in any terrorist group.

That's

why theyvwere also fit and capable to assassinate the President.

The

sudden decision made by Kellerman proved clearly how cold blooded the
man was, not to mention resolute and determined!
But also the other one, Greer did not hesitate, or become paralyzed by iear.

Showing steel-like nerves and arrogant courage, he calm-

..

ly executed his President by aiming very quickly with a revolver at
-
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Kennedy; keeping all the \llile a low profile, both literally allegorically and practicallY4
second.

The shooting itself was over in a split

The fact that several people outside the car actually saw

it happen, Greer made the whole killing in a most camouflaged and
inconspicuous manner.

If someone had asked the author Truman Capote,

,

he would have answered:

"The President was executed in cold blood ... "

Of course, both Kellerman, and most of all Greer, took enormous
risks.

When Roy Kellerman made the ultimate decision which he could

not have timed better, he leaned over towards Greer and him the command to shoot.

Greer received the command and acted instinctively,

cool headedly, and cold bJ.oodedly.
it.

He knew what to do and how to do

Time was limited to c.lmost non-existable; Greer could not afford

to be spectacular.
He saw Kellerman grip with his left hand the steering wheel, wherein Greer used his left hand and produced his .45 from the right side
of his shoulder holster.

Holding the weapon as low as he could, he

was shielded from the view of almost everyone watching along the curb
of Elm Street.
The bullet fired by Bill Greer enters Kennedy's head just above
the hairline and blows off part of his head.

The sight is horrible,

but the expensive Rollex watch on Kennedy's left wrist ticks away
the time of death in Dallas as 12:30 p.m.
One essential cornerstone in the accusations of this study (or
book), lies on the fact tlat the Secret Service was very much responsible for the assassinction agenda; more than that, the Service
had prior involvement in the fundamental stage in planning of the
motorcade route, the luncheon accommodations, & etc.

The bulk of

the arrangements for the Dallas visit was carried out by two Secret
Service agents; special aide Winston G. Lawson from the White House
Division, and special agent Forrest
Service office.

v.

Sorrels from the Dallas Secret

They both were informed of the trip on November 4th.

The contact person between the White House and Dallas would be the
President's special aide at the White House, Mr. Kenneth O'Donnell.
The original 'pro memoria' or draft, concerning the expedition
in Dallas"was drawn up by agent Roy H. Kellerman (an assistant for
the White House Secret Service Division).

On the 8th of November,

Kellerman, who would be tte Secret Service official in Dallas with
the entire responsibility for the trip, handed his plan to agent Lawson to be approved.
It now is easy to see why the Secret Service, in retrospect, was
so successful in Dallas ..
'INSIDE JOB' of 100%1

~it ~uaranteed

itself from the inside.

An

(The same phenomena was manifested years later
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in Sweden when Prime Minister Olof Palme was assassinated in 1986).
One detail from the criteria of planning:

After the city tour,

the VIP-guests and others, were due to have lunch during which the
President would address tre luncheon guests.
A city the size of Daljas should consist in great numbers of suitable accommodations (locations) for this purpose. But no, not as
much Js one more could be found!

So with agent Lawson and others

searching, there could not be found a place with enough security
ensuring qualities.

It was a dilemma!

The final solution was a building in the International Trade Mart
complex.

The verdict; this luncheon place could have guaranteed

safety, but only with special arrangements.

An operation of this

kind was quite simple, by adding a large number of security people
(approx~mately

200) in and arbund the Trade Mart building.

O'Donnell

made the final decision on the matter, and among them would be eight
Secret Service agents.

(For the record, it should be emphasized,

that the 'guardian angels' placed into the Trade Mart detail would
certainly not be available for use on Dealy Plaza and Elm Street) .
The principle guest already lay dead in Parkland Hospital when
the strictly guarded luncheon was about to begin.

Appetites were

suddenly forgotten when the news reached the luncheon guests.
The motorcade route had a length of just under 20 kilometres.
The scheduled driving time of 45 minutes was considered enough, or
rather more than sufficient.

The start was due to leave from LOVE

FIELD airport at 11:50 p.m., so the arrival time at the Trade Mart
was calculated to be 12:35 p.m.

It shbuld also be emphasized, that

during this time the Dallas Police force, with Chief Jesse Curry,
Deputy Chief Charles Batchelor, and Assistant Chief N.T. Fisher (and
others) were very closely cooperating with the Secret Service.
Another factor in this motorcade route timing was the last minute
change of one section by J. Edgar Hoover of the FBI.

When delibera-

ting about the absolute time frame, the current time of 12:30 p.m.
had been synchronized as the starting point for the assassination to
take place, has been weakened over the fact, since President Kennedy
had asked a few times to stop the Lincoln for the chance to shake
hands with the people along the rbute. With the extra stops along
the way may make it seem impossible to keep to the schedule, but why
was this figure of 12:30 p;.m. so often stressed and particularly in
the text of the Warren Report?

(of course there must be some real

meaning to it!)
And why did Roy Kellerman mention aloud to Bill Greer when the
}

time was exactly 12:30 p.m.?
..
of action.

. -"

Needless to say, but there was a plan
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CHAPTER 5
'DALLAS 4'

,

" ... and the vision that was planted
in my brains, still remains, within
the soune of silence ... "
Simon & Garfunkel
The Sound of Silence, 1968
"SIX OR SEVEN SECONDS ON ELM STREET IN DEALY PLAZA _
AND NOTHING IS THE SAME, ANY LONGER ... "

The assassination scene was to be Elm Street, Dealy Plaza, in
Dallas, Texas ... and the target, a u.S. President sitting (riding)
in his Lincoln limousine.

At the time of the 'death roll call'

I

it was anticipated that the speed of the Lincoln (and the whole
motorcade) would be extremely slow moving.
motorcade were the following vehicles:

'

In the lead of the

1) The leading convertible

(open with the top down) with Chief Jesse Curry and other staff
officers, all armed.

2) The Presidential Lincoln with 5 motorcycle

police patrolmen alongside.

3) The follow-up 1955 Cadillac with

the Secret Service agents, plus 2 White House aides.

4) The Vice

President's car, a Lincoln much like that of the President's.
A CONSPIRACY IS, OF COURSE, THE STARTING POINT.

The very start-

ing point was J. Edgar Hoover of the FBI, who then placed in position
the shooting locations aleng Elm Street.

It has been assured that

these firing positions were at least three in number (but there may
have been more) .
Elm Street is on the upper side (on the map) of Dealy Plaza and
only about 250 metres long,

since it stops abruptly at the triple

overpass bridge more to :he west.
times the 'Zapruder film'
along Elm Street.

Most of us have seen on numerous

indicate how the motorcade was proceeding

Regarding the shortness of the street along this

part of Elm Street, the Conspiracy hardliners were aware that the
gunfire was to be concentrated at the beginning part of the 250 metre section land completed before reaching the triple overpass.
Everything went according to plan at this point.
local time the gunfire began.

At 12:30 p.m.

And we know what eventually happened

.. a dead President and a badly wounded ' Governor Connally.
The 'ace' marksman with the best likelihood to hit Kennedy with
a fatal capability was placed on the 'grassy knoll'
-
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slope to the

right hand side facing traffic and behind the
fence.

'
appropr1ate shallow
The area behind that was a railway yard with its usual 'No

Trespass'

(do not enter) signs, which was very convenient for the

purposes of the Conspiracy. However, the nnarksman did not ach i,eve
an accurate fatal shot during this attempt.
It is not quite understood why the sharpshooter was not able to
fatally wound the President by aiming only a small fraction upward,
rather than approximately 20 centimetres lower through his neck.
It did not damage the spinal column of the President, but through
proper 'first aid' his condition would have remained stable.
Everyone knows that t, kill a man,

you only need a large calibre

rifle, one rifleman, and one well placed bullet.

The ~uestionable

thing here is naturally, if this 'somebody ' does miss his target,
should he reload and try again?

But is there any time for it?

In summation, the 'grassy knoll' assassin's achievement was only
a partial success at the most.
And now we come to the part where we try to make apparent why
the Secret Service did not sa v e the President, although it had all
the resources to do so?
I've been shot!"

John Kennedy ' s last words were:

"My God,

He was able to speak after the projectile had

gone through his lower neck.

At this stage the Secret Service had

the ability to save him, but they themselves were the ones trying
to kill him.
Moments later came the fatal shot from within the car and then
there was a dead Preside t ... but obviously also a conspiracy.

Two

different bullets striking the President meant a tremendous difficulty to the Conspiracy.

Since two bullets had clearly hit from

two different (opposite) directions, then what about the 'lonely
assassin' theory?
way through, but of

The lonely assassin theory smells fowl all the

cour~ e

the Warren Commission loved it! Let us
I
remember also the gunpowder test made on Lee Oswald after the arrest
and which turned out to ~ e negative!
Roy Kellerman st~~ed (t o the Warren Commission) that he heard
I
Jackie Kennedy cry out when the first shot hither husband:
"Oh
I
my God, THEY have shot my husband. I lov e you Jack!"
In addition,
one more outcry with th e word 'they' was heard a second time, from
Governor John Connal l y:
"Oh no! THEY are going to kill all of us!"
Agent Roy Kellerman was a much bigger traitor than we can imagine.
He was 'c unning and he wa ~ good. He had prepared his macabre and
heartless mission very c Are'f UllY.
Star'ting with the pos i tioning of
the right hand rearview mirror of the Lincoln, so that he could easi ly follow what was happe 1ing in the rear compartment behind him.
-

j
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Kellerman was ful ly aware of the fact that the

Conspi~acy

had

given its fullest confidence to him, trusting that this agent would
h ave the skills and judg:.lent to execute the drastic measures that
were required.

Actually it was not only a pragmatic issue to 'only'

kil\ the President; the whole reactive cover-up was bound to be a
success also. A period l of a few seconds was purposely left out of
his own statement to the Warren Commission, wherein Kellerman gave
the order for Bill Gree k to shoot.

So, we can see that no time

whatsoever was reserved l for any kind of a hesitation.

The general

and specific idea was in precise timing.
President Kennedy was in pain holding his throat with both of
his hands.

His head was bent down at an angle of about 45 degrees.

Governor Connally receit ed his share at this time from one of the
riflemen, either located in the sixth floor window of the Dal-Tex,
or the triple overpass 6ridge.

Nellie Connally had bent over her

I

husband.
At this time the rifleman behind the fence of the grassy knoll
was already busy packing up his rifle and leaving the scene.

And

as a result of Kellerma i 's sharp command to the chauffeur William
Greer, he then shoots point blank at the President's head.
What then really happened was most confusing and astonishing!
It also seems very

ridi ~ulOus

to try to explain the whole thing.

The four Secret service l agents riding on the outside pedestals of
their vehicle (approximately 10 metres or less behind) should have
all been ready to jump to the aid of the President.

The idea of

having Secret Service agents stationed in a stand up position alongs ide the follow-up car, is no doubt to create a first class readiness to these security men, to interfere quickly whenever a threat
of any kind occurs.
'flying' start!

It is an excellent chance to rush in from a

To be quick and move suddenly was one of the train-

ing goals for the Secret Service.
But the whole sequence was in 'slow-motio n' compared with normal
It is
operating procedures.
Now is the time to go into action!
very much antiCipated from the Secret Service.

And there he goes!

Agent John Ready takes the first long running step from the standup pedestal towards the SS 100X Lincoln's rear, as is the correct
procedure in this emergency (let's do it and throw up a human shield) '
But what happens then?

The very alert agent Mr. John Ready halts!

He takes a quick look behind .. . ano returns to the car!

Totally in-

comprehensible!
The crew in this car consisted of Emory Roberts (agent-in-charge),
up front with the driver Sam Kinney, and in back were Glen Bennett &
-
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George Hickey respectively .

On the starboard pedestals were John

'Jack' Ready and Paul Landis, while on the port-side were Clint
Hill and Bill McIntyre.

Otherwise inside the car also were

Whi~:

House aides (seated in the jump-seats) Dave Powers and on the left
side\ Ken O'Donnell.
I have at my disposal today two different versions (explanations)
given by the same man, agent Emory Roberts to;
and 2) to th e author William Manchester.

1) Warren Commission

Mr. Roberts testified in front of the Warren Commission:

He (Ro-

berts) commanded agent Jack Ready to return because he (Roberts) estimated the gap or distance between the Secret Service vehicle (it
having the code name 'halfback') and the SS 100X Lincoln to be too
wide, and in addition he (Roberts) was afraid that the Lincoln would
increase its speed so that agent Ready would never stand a chance to
reach it!

The Warren Commission swallowed this hook, line, & sinker.

It is a bit tragic that instead of backing and/or helping the
President, the agents in 'halfback' were assisting the assassins in
the SS 100X Lincoln, Greer and Kellerman.
In the light of this explanation we must ask:

"Why did this agent

in charge use this fabrication in this particular evaluation, in so
trying to diffuse it by an artificial issue of a dis tance between two
vehicles, since the main issue naturall y was to maintain the safety
of the President of the United States?"

Or wou ld it be hypothetical-

ly of greater importance that agent Ready would be in jeopardy of
perhaps hurting himself?

And if the vehicles were to accelerate?

Later Emory Roberts told this version to the author William Manchester:

When sitting next to agent Kinney, he (Roberts)

!ast bullet strike Kennedy in the head.

~aw

Roberts said, that

certain over the fact that the wound would be lethal.

E~

the
was

And Roberts

made it clear that he grasped at once the whole meaning of the wound.
And now comes the highlight:

Mr. Roberts came to the conclusion

that a dead person such as John Kennedy can not be a President, so
the Vice President already should be and in fact is the new President .
The case being this, to watch over the SS 100X Lincoln would only be
a waste of time and effort.
Manchester writes that agent Roberts was too late in making up
his mind in time to stop agent Clinton Hill, but when Jack Ready was
ready to jump out after Hill, Roberts then shouted: "Don't go Jack!"
Ready hesitated and then returned back to the car.
made a

'lightning' star,t towards the Lincoln.

thereafter to agent Bill McIntyre:

Clinton Hill had

Roberts had said soon

"They've hit him.

will protect Johnson as soon as we have stopped!"
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You and Benne t !:

Agent Emory Roberts has made two statements here, Which in substance are not alike.
The latter one given to Manchester is most drarnatical; in a second an agent makes a decision that has a significant impact on the
agent's work and attitude towards the President's safety.

Therefore

in ~ closer analysis, the actions of agent Emory Roberts are thrown

into the lime-light in a way which is fully suspicious.

He comes in

at a close third in the 'danger"ous species' group behind Kellerman
and Greer.
We have an interesting pattern here.

Three Secret Service agents

in key positions in the motorcade seem to fail, or merely therein

attach themselves to the Conspiracy; Kellerman, Greer, and Roberts.
However, the following reasoning may fall under the title of circumstancial evidence, which in due c"ourse could become hard evidence if
tied together substantially.
One key Secret Service agent was conducting himself in such a way,
that he looked confident and reassured while a dead President was in
the making!

Kellerman decides after only a matter of seconds that

the next destination is to be Parkland Memorial Hospital.
Emory Roberts decides in one fragment of a second that the President is fa tally wounded, and 'in fact' dead.

So now the,re is no real

reason or motivation to "guard a dead President I s body!
and quick evaluations are made at this moment.
one minute.

Very swift

Re-evaluate for just

Could Emory Roberts have made such fast decisions, unles::

he as a collaborator in the Conspiracy, was expecting the assassination?

(Focusing the attention almost immediately on Vice President

Johnson is only a most natural reactive way of handling the situatiol!
from thereon) .
Agent Clinton Hill was determined.

He also ran the few steps and

reached the rear bumber of the Presidential Lincoln.

Actually Clint

Hill had "substantial difficulties to get a proper contact with the
Lincoln.

He eventually did and got up onto the trunk lid.

(AT THE

SAME TIME HILL WIPED OUT THE BASIS FROM EMORY ROBERT'S EXPLANATION
IN THE FIRST PART OF HIS TESTIMONY TO THE WARREN COMMISSION) •
One thing is sure; agent Hill's appearance in the Lincoln

coup~

must have been a total suprise, if not a shock to Roy Kellerman.
QUESTION:

Why did the Secret Service security agents behave in

a way against everything they were trained for and taught?

Anyone

with a sense of helping out would have rushed in to help, or do just
about anything; but these professionals; these young men in dark sui t:~ "
they were all of a sudden more or less useless, doing basically
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nothi~""

MALPRACTICE is the true definition in the deepest sense of the
word, because the Secret Serv ice failed miserably in its task.
During the most critical seconds, judgements and decisions were
1 eft to themselves to fUl .ction in a way that their activities can

I

be called operations and principles totally in the hands of dille-

tant~ and morons, or even worse, behavior incorporating insane and
criminal dimensions.
say:

But now comes the plain truth, and sadly to

THE SECRET SERVIC i COMMITTED A CRIME AND THEY GOT AWAY WITH

I

I T.

As a general notatiom, we could inquire if it is for a policeman (let alone a secret lService agent) a familiar sound to hear,
such as a rifle sound or a gunshot in general?

We wonder over the

reactions on Elm Street, since the professional 'ears' should have
heard the gunshots.

Although it seemed for so many totally confus-

ing to look into the rigit direction, or to any direction.

On the

whole, we must remember that the Conspiracy deliberately used the
military based cross-fire tactic, which includes the classic divers ion effect.
We now know so far wh1a t the situation was like at 12:30 p.m. with
the Presidential Lincoln and the Secret Service follow-up Cadillac.
Now, let us focus on the next car in line, the Vice President's Lincoln, closely a copy of the Presidential car.
Vice President Lyndon Baines Johnson was seated in the corresponding position as President Kennedy was seated in his vehicle; and Lady
Bird Johnson was sitting next to her husband.

Texas Congressman Ralp h

Yarbor"ough was in the back seat as well; according to a remark made
by the President ... "Ralph, if you refuse to ride with Lyndon, then
t he only remaining al terna ti ve you'll have is to walk!"

(Of course,

the story behind all thi k was the mutual antipathy arising between
LBJ and the Texas congressman).
In comparison with Rdy Kellerman in the Kennedy Lincoln, the exact
corresponding Secret Se vice agent in the Vice Presidential vehicle
I

was agent Rufus W. Youngblood sitting in the front seat.

While he

was questioned by the Warren Commission, Youngblood testified that he
immediately distinguished the first original gunshots.

In addition

agent Youngblood at once l had a clear conception from where the rifle
sounds came from. At the same time Rufus Youngblood, possessing an
excellent advantage pOinf overlooking only 25-30 metres from behind,
he saw how the Presiden Iwas hit and leaning over to the left.
What is important noJ is to compare the professional skill and
functions of the two agents, Kellerman and Youngblood.
t he two agents are in

s J~ilar

After all,

positions, and what Kellerman hears
-
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and sees in the Lincoln, l ikewise Youngblood will observe the same
slightly further away

but l ~ith

an overview.

And both are doing the

same job; protecting the o bcupants from snipers .. Kellerman primarily
John Kennedy and

YOungbloJ~

primarily protecting Lyndon B. Johnson.

We prpceed on the concepti b n that both agents knew their job well and
h ad the skllls for it in

'.1fully

equal basis.

Before enterlng Youngb ood's actions and reactions, let's ask this
question now since we alr, ad Y are familiar with those of Kellerman's.
Why does there excist sucli a vast difference between the functions
1,1
of Rufus Youngblood and Roy Kellerman? It is best then to follow
1
Youngblood's reactions and actions step by step, and keeping in mind

I

what agent Youngblood ORIGINALLY testified to the Warren Commission.

ri~~t

He was sitting in the

II

front seat of the Vice President's car.

T hen he heard gunshots. I /YOUngblOOd saw Kennedy slouch to the left.

I

Rufus Youngblood cried
t a very loud warning for the Vice President
to get down. Next, Youngblood moved quickly to the rear seat of the
car and placed his body Ito shield Lyndon Johnson.
gent Youngblood ' s
cuted a highly

behav i~ ur

professiJil~al

in a crisis.

We must admire a -

He kept his cool and exe-

example of good expertise.

The original

question still remains: /, WHAT KEPT THE 'DIGEST-CODED CHIEF' SECRET
SERVICE AGENT ROY KELLERr:N FROM DOING LIKEWISE?
Whe~

reading my copy /O f the Warren Report, I learned that agent

Rufus Youngblood was fo / ced to alter his testimony at one point .
And it is understandabl kI,, since President Lyndon Baines Johnson specifically recalled that /agent Rufus Youngblood was already in the
first place, behind wibli him in the back seat!
Youngblood had to
mended.

thin~ l again!

All of a sudden agent

The minor amnesia lapse was quickly

The theory about LBJ (and/or Hoover) changing the position

of !{oungblood in the

vlbe President's

Lincoln is that it was quite

/1/
necessary, let alone compulsory.

The issue is crystal/ clear, whereas one agent on duty makes the
right decisions in the ll same type of circumstances, but the other socalled agent covering a nd protecting John Kennedy does not!

The

completely different aotions taken by Youngblood was not doing any
favors at all for Roy
activity.
Just before the

ellerman, but comdemning his whole operational
/,/

sho~ ting
L

II!

began,

a photograph will show Youngblood

sltting in the front seat of the Vice President's car, whereas the
Manchester book verifies the same fact.
Admiral George

BurJ~'ey,

John Kennedy's personal physician and

family doctor, was al J o there in the motorcade and following only
approximately 50 metre/ s behind the Presidential Lincoln.
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An ambulance was seen leaving the Dealy Plaza area with a patient only minutes before the motorcade arrived.

The only assump-

tion from these facts werle that professional medical personnel were
standing by to offer first-aid treatment to the President i f needed.
We now know today that John Kennedy stood n o chance at all after being ~hot point blank from a short distance.

The presence of a doc-

tor or trained paramedics would not have made much difference.

But

at that moment, it would Ihave been only natural to rush Dr. Burkley
to the Lincoln.
at most.

He should have reached it in a matter of 30 seconds

Such was not

t~e

case and Admiral Burkley 'missed' his pa-

tient by about 10 minute:; , and a distance of 15 kilometres!

Seems

that the Admiral's vehicle (in fact the media bus), had instead departed for the Trade Mart to the luncheon session!
Admiral Burkley arrivJ d at Parkland Hospital at approximately 12:
40 p.m., that is 5 minutes after his patient, and 10 minutes after
the killing of the President.

When doctor Burkley could see that a

whole staff of doctors at Parkland had already begun their restoration type measures, he then decided not to interfere (this according
to the text in the Warren Commission Report) .
We can assume that agent Roy Kellerman possessed no particular
medical readiness, apart from various first-aid courses.

In spite

of this, Kellerman makes the crucial and important evaluation concerning the need to deport immediately towards Parkland Hospital.
We now know it is obvious that Kellerman knew beforehand at that
point, that it was alto J ether hopeless for the President.
There is something d J finitely askew about the above mentioned
ambulance.

The essential point was however that this ambulance had

to on short notice tran , port a male patient who had suffered an epileptical stroke, a so c j lled grandma I , to a hospital

(oddly enough

as far as the events are concerned), to the Parkland Hospital!

The

man had amazingly recov J red and left the hospital premises without
leaving any personal data.

Later there could not be found any re-

cord of this patient ever having been in the hospital emergency ward!
It seems that the consp l racy felt the ambulance being parked in the
Dealy Plaza as quite awkward and arranged the fake episode.
a simple operation and

I

ite easy to pull off and execute.

It was
Now just

supposing John Kennedy may have been transported in this particular
ambulance, towards perh r ps any hospital, or the nearest one!

The

consequences of it may have been completely different in the end.
Mrs. Jacqueline Kenn b dY was seen only a couple of seconds after
her husband had been sh 6 t scrambling out on her knees out onto the
trunk lid of the

Lincol~ .

The real reason for which the First Lady
-
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is exiting the Presiden t ial Lincoln is:
immediately realizes
because she SAW

th ~ t

F EAR

Jackie

her life is in supreme danger also,

G R E E R

S H 0 0 THE R

H USB AND

Agent Hill's interference in this episode had a very confusing
effect. Perhaps Clint Hill was the 'guardian angel' to Jackie,
but more or less a pain I or Roy Kellerman and the rest of the

"

Conspiracy.
In many years time t J ere has been produced very substancial
and interesting approaches towards the Dallas mystery. One by
one th ey have been n on- J ubstancialized and almost forgotten ...
in other words, trivial'zed and archieved.
It is almost like in the story of the boy who is in the water
crying for help.

Every time when he is offered assistance, the

boy laughs and makes a Joke of it.

But then one time he really

is in real danger of drclwning , but alas, this time nobody comes
along to offer help. ..

I

However, this progressive study or report is based on many eye
witness accounts and otJ er numerous facts gathered from official
investigations, rather 4han the guessing, hypothesis, or false
information fed into ci 1cumstantial evidences brought forth by
the Warren Commission.
I believe this kind 0f approaching the main issue 'ASSASSINATION'

I

has naturally proceeded from various very reliable sources.

The

peculiar thing hereby is this; that none (no o ne) of the perhaps

I

150 different theories has been stated as meeting the correct

criteria for absolute t 1 uth.

In other words the phenomena actual-

ly is serving the consp l racy's cover-up activities splendidly .....
up until now!

-
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CHAPTER
-

D

6

L L A S o; 5 -

'The past alway s looks better afterwards since
at that time yo'. will not any more be yourself
amidst it'.

I

THOREAUX

KENNEDY IS. HIT - BUT

HE NEWSCASTER ALREADY HAS THE STORY!

We should start from r he premise that the Conspiracy made preparations for and ensure& the immediate flow of information assuming the assassination wa b successful.

In any case, it was essential

for the Conspiracy that J he information on Kennedy 's death was propagated without delay.
A piece of false news would have been both awkward and suspicious.
One key factor here too

~ as

quick access to major news circuits.

These two items were alosely connected ; first, the information
had to be true and preciJ e, and second, the making of this news was
to be put forward as qUiJ kly as possible.
When a Coup D'Etat is lplanned, and then executed, one of the 1st
goals to be achieved is that the knowledge of the assassination must
reach certain status levJ ls and important dignitaries.
relevant that the main
ble stature.

~~urce

It is highly

of supplying the news is of considera-

A confiden b ial deliverer of the news is required.

In

that regard, that is why l J. Edgar Hoover made a phone call to then
Attorney General Robert Kennedy at his residence in Hickory Hill,

I

Washington D. C ... already at 12: 45 p. m. Dallas local time.
How obvious it is to t ook at it in proper context today almost
30 years later.

A man of importance and stature is telling another

person of the highest Pob ition in the Kennedy family, and a shocked
Bobby Kennedy had no optl on but to believe what he was hearing.
Rapid knowledge of an i assassination of a statesman is of the utmost importance to the general public. A death of a President in
the United States of Ame 1ica always means a crisis for the nation,
in one way or another .

President according to the United

States Constitution will acclaim reactively al l the power from his
deceased predecessor.
In 1963 the situatiorl as a whole was not so advantageous as far
concerned. U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. were on
as the world situation
-
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continuing stressful terms in Europe, and then afterwards with the
Cuban Missile Crisis whi ! h turned out favourable to both parties.
And the , U.S. was more or l less deliberatively sliding into SouthEast AS La and the war be ,ween North against South Vietnam.
process, President John
and

~his

'ennedy had shown marks as a

In the

'detentemaker',

worried many people inside the country, especially certain

politicians, military top brass and the industrial war machine complex.

The Conspiracy's point of view was to make a turn in the u.S.

state-policy course.

Th e only method to achieve that was to remove

the current President in ffice; out from the White House Administration.
r... + r C"lil'. . -...I-C\..l \)(C'. ~ lo t.t\ ,
,t-

The first news flash

telegram on that black Friday of November

0

22nd, 1963 was sent / through by the news agency United Press International (UPI) on that amaz'ngly early time of 12:34 p.m. Dallas local
time, and it then went tH ough the national radio broadcast networks.
On television the

majo~

news was on NBC NEWS ROOM LIVE direct (on-

I ewscaster/anchorman

the-air) with the famous

Walter Cronkite at his

news desk reading the an iFuncement at 12:40 p.m. Dallas local time.
According to the author

W~ lliam

Manchester, the news was first deli-

vered by Columbia Broadcab ting System (CBS).
In sho rt, the death

assassination of the President of the U.S.

OD

is of major news, of SUC' I a high and vulnerable level, that no news
agency would even cons ide

broadcasting it without having the 100%

confidence that this news is absolutely valid and real.
The only person to know for sure that John Kennedy was dead was
agent Roy Kellerman .

In !addition he had for his purpose a radio

communicative system (wa

I

ie-talkie), and that via this radio link

Kellerman was able to geJ through the specific confirmation needed
by using a certain pre-ddalt code word or something of the kind.
In conclusion, the 'N J WS FLASH' dealing with President Kennedy
being shot in Dallas , ha J strategically been posted and delivered
PRIOR to the assassinati0n, to the major news networks and agencies.
Only but a secret word s J gnal or code would execute the making public this sort of news.
And so it happened.
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T' HE PARKLAND' JMEMOR'IAlil'. NAVAL HOSPITAL
\

"Let's get out of hee , and fast!"
A tense and a strict command via radio communication delivered
by Secret Service agent Roy H. Kellerman was the signal for the
driver Bill Greer .
also were carrying a
The Presidential

It

as heard and received by all others who

wa~kie-talkie

Lin ~ oln

in the motorcade.

had suddenly received an 'extra' pas-

senger when agent Clint ln Hill jumped onto the rear of the car
while reaching for the
ter the order was

irst Lady.

Greer quickly accelerated af-

Y Roy Kellerman.

The Lincoln SS

at the Parkland Naval Hospital Emer-

gency entrance at

.m. Dallas local time.

ready been on a stand-b

The staff had al-

the hospital, due to the an-

nouncement made by Chie
"We are on our way".

Jesse Curry through radio communications :

A pair of gurneys ha

ready for the arrival.

Roy Kellerman, Bill Greer, Clinton Hill, and Ted Lawson (from the
lead car) helped to lift and place the body of John Kennedy on it.
Before these agents were ready to wheel the President inside the
hospital, Mrs . Kennedy,

ho had clinged to her husband asked agent

Hill if he would please

over the head area with something .

then took off his jacke

and placed it on the upper body of John F.

Kennedy lying on the gu

ey.

graphers would be takin

photos of the (dead) President's head wound.

There is a great dea

Hill

There was also fear that the photo-

of data and information over the various

measures by which the me ical staff of Parkland Naval Hospital was
doing its utmost to save l and/or help the famous patient.
Doctor Carrico was the first physician from the Parkland staff
to make an observation

a~

John Kennedy.

It was quite a preliminary

oversight, but the most I. nteresting evaluation made by Dr.Carrico
was that he had felt vag e heart beat movements in the President's
chest.

sis' was a very wise reactive measure be-

This fast 'diag

cause it led to bringin J John Kennedy into Trauma Room One.
It has been written ]n the media for ' years after the Dallas epiomeone claims that the Parkland doctors
If a man has
were not fully qualifie in treating the President.
I
almost 1/6th of his head blown away . .. he has no way of surviving.

sode how here and there

I

-
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The official declara ion of death was marked at precisely one
clock p.m. (1300) Dall s local time.
Inside the hospital

1 ent

Roy Kellerman took charge.

Lyndon

Johnson was protected as if he was being stalked by a couple of
assassins disguised as d . ctors.
the

"I cu

trauma rooms 1 a , d 2.

LBJ was given a room close to
The Secret Service took over the

command of all telephone traffic to and fro from the hospital.
Every person , apprOaChingt the trauma rooms was treated as suspicious

:::w::::~andLng had he O[

she a doctor's or nurse's uniform on at

The telephone conversations to Hickory Hill

(Bobby Kennedy)

were spoken via this tel J phone line from Parkland by Secret Service
agent Clinto n Hill, and r n addition by Vice President Johnson.
Lyndon Johnson (by th l way)

later had acclaimed that he phoned

Bobby Kennedy from AIR F0RCE ONE at LOVE FIELD airport.

I

That must

be considered false testimony,
because Bobby Kennedy remembered it
,
by Johnson talking about taking the presidential oath in his call,
which was an 1/2 hour la er after J. Edgar Hoover's call which in
effect places the time a

13:15 p.m. Dallas local time.

specific time Lyndon Joh Ison and the

Sec~et

At that

Service personnel were

still on the premises of liParkland Hospital.
In a later press conference given by Dr. Carrico at the Parkland
Hospital, the doctor and his colleagues stressed that the President
had suff ered among variolAs other symptoms a 'respiratory diff icul ty' !
In general, this kind of a phenomena is naturally expected due to
the loss of blood and/or lung oriented breathing problems, but it
can be directly correspondent to one of the main indications caused
by poison or some form 0

a toxin (as used in the shells of agent

Bill Greer's weapon).
Another medical quest:

n should be asked; why was the common term

or expression 'shock' no

mentioned by the medical staff at Parkland?

In major surgery this co Ndition may be of the utmost importance and
not a word was spoken in l relation to it.

An explosive bullet (a dum-

dum projectile), especia ly shot at close range and point blank, had
naturally done very majo

damage.

Chaffeur William Greer was among those at Parkland ICU waiting
room, racking his brains'i with 'if only this, if only that'

referred

to in the book by William Manchester 'The Death of The President' .
Manchester continues:
Bill Greer, his face

I

.

'One of them carne to her (Jacqueline Kennedy) ,

strl~ aked

with tea;s, took her head between his

hands and squeezed until she thought he was to squeeze her skull flat.
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He cried, nOh, Mrs. Kennedy, oh my God, oh my God.
to dO. it.
help Lt.

I didn't mean

I didn't hea J , I should have swerved the car, I couldn't
Oh, Mrs. Kenn eh y , as soon as I saw it I

I'd seen it in time!

Oh!"

swerved.

If only

Then he released her head and put his

arms around her and wept on her shoulder.'
Wilriam Manchester, page 290

End of quotation.

Re:

(published 1967).

The above is one of the best findings in the list of suspicious
accusations against Bill Greer.

At the same time we should realize

the nature of circumstan,:ial evidence in the whole of it.
One state of affairs here in the foremost is simply the accuracy

Manchesl~ er

in which William
full context.

has quoted the whole statement in its

Manchester interviewed many people involved and also

Mrs. Kennedy on numerousl occas ions.

She has recalled all of Greer's

impressions and statements with great accuracy.
In exceptional condi t 1lions people's usually rational and calm composure can be changed to behaviour something completely different.
Objectively considered, Bill Greer must have been in some kind of
mental shock, and his
But isn't it most

aC~ ions

unusua ~

were taken as such by the bystanders.

that a driver, let alone a Secret Service

man, is approaching and behaving in such an intimate manner towards
the First Lady?

Of courk e, when a person kind of loses his nerves,

simultaneously he also m<.y lose portions of his pride.
Greer felt sorrow and l great remorse, and he was willing to show
quite spontaneously how he felt.

But squeezing the head of the First

Lady, hugging and finally weeping on her shoulder would appear to be
a little too much to comp rehend!
The man wept in the
.

pres~nce
I

very strange and odd behaviour!

of everyone there.

The source of this information is entirely from the W. Manchester

book.

The ·author does

n~t

I

mention anyone else showing an emotional

outburst of this kind.
The state of mind andl or psyche of Bill Greer at that moment was
interweaving between two different dimensions:
genuine sorrow.

Either guilt or just

Perhaps it was both, with an emphasis on the guilty

part.
It is true, the worse thing that could have happened had occured.
They had lost their Pres·dent.

A terrible shock and gradually an

increasing knowledge of a job performance that had been a somewhat
total failure.

In other words, a shocking nightmare for the Secret

I

Service.
A Secret Service agent, occupying the responsible post of chauffeur to the u.S. Presid ht, is now weeping and openly showing his
emotions to all those present in the Parkland leU waiting room.
-
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In the whole appearance with Mrs. Kennedy by Bill Greer, was it,
so to speak,

'psychologically' motivated?

If you failed in your job

duties, would you not merely feel ashamed and withdraw yourself?
Bill Greer's behaviour resembles a small amount of aggressiveness.
Gree~'s

sympathetic and heart rendering approach to Jackie Kennedy

is more or less an aggression, in an attempt to defend that horrible
act what Greer had only l bout 1 an half hour earlier committed.

And

moreover, it seems v ery clear that a manifest of a warning or threat
had been applied

t~wardsl JaCkie

m~nutes

w~th

together

Kennedy.

Perhaps in fact these few

Mrs. Kennedy in the Parkland waiting room would

be the last chance to de!.i ver any kind of message to the widow of the
man Greer had just assassinated!
As it turned out, agen t Greer had by so doing verified to many
people, that here was a Secret Service man with bad nerves and a
definite mental instabil l.lty.

What conclusion can be drawn from this?

The people that have the , responsibility for the . President's safety
now appear in a totally different light; they are incapable and also
irresponsible (inadeqUat U responsibility).

Simply approached, if

the agents had a poor standard as this man appears to own, no wonder
their performance was moYtlY a total blunder.

And that Bill Greer

became physically intimalJ e with the First Lady is almost incomprensible, to say the least.
Let's take first Bill Greer's oral-verbal statements.
a couple of times is

qui l~ e

usual in a context like this.

line is then/ highly susp. cious:

"I didn't mean to do it".

"Oh my God"
The next
We may

puzzle over this line

th~

himself bi uttering:

"I didn't mean to do it!" ... we then must eval-

more we wonder about it.

If one expresses

uate the line ·i n only one way since this person is bound to have done
SOMETHING which he feels sorry for now!
The third sentence from this is quite logical; Greer says that he
"should have swerved th

car".

Quite right Bill, that should have

been one of your immedi

e reactions after the first shot(s).

Before

this in the second sente ce Greer is a little vague; "I didn't hear".
What exactly was the sound that Greer should have heard?

A driver

with good eye sight and hearing is occupying the most important chau ffeur post in the whole world.

We should ask; must he not hear everylet alone childish line from Greer:
Does he simply mean that

"I couldn't help it".
he could not avoid doin

shooting, when his boss, Roy Kellerman

had commanded him to do

So Greer had to do what he was told.
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Bill

A hie furcher un,

"If on ly I'd
What d.s the man really mumbling about? It is al-

seen it in time!'''
most ridiculous.

Greer ounc'nue, with this:

He can t hear, he can't see, what next?

Could it

be that he can't drive? ... "in time".
What does he mean by that?
Bill Greer's extrover behaviour in the Parkland Hospital waiting
I
rcom\ is beyond belief. He delivers a very questionable picture of
the capabilities of the
but what other real

ecret Service.

reas l n

It may be pure specUlation,

would William Greer have for getting close

to Mrs. Kennedy, than to llhave the only o pportunity to speak (or just
merely whisper the words I! of 'warning' to the First Lady!
No wonder
~at Jackie Kennedy late . on had immense difficulties in

anything from Elm

'remembering'

street l ..

We mentioned that age t Roy Kellerman took command at the complex.
We understand, of course, that he and Bill Greer scarsely had any
chance at all to speak to one a nother privately after the shooting.
It is very possible that Kellerman could hear Greer's outburst in
the ICU waiting room.
The next hardship for Kellerman carne in the personality of Doctor
Earl Rose, the Dallas County coroner.
man to Kellerman and the Conspiracy!
is demanding the release

An important and dangerous
And this official pathologist

f the body (of JFK)

for an autopsy!

It is
an ordinary request based on the law but Kellerman balks at the idea.
How impossible!

Something has to be done.

a bizarre dilemma!

The situation is creating

Dr. Rose, or a 'Dallas official'

in the Warren Report), i

(as he is called

doing e v erything in his power and position

to conclude preparations for an autopsy.

But the 'gun wielding' type

agents are too much for Hi m, for agent Roy Kellerman has a pistol at
the ready in his hand!
there.

The casting for the next bizarre scene is

The agents are t f Ying to take the corpse BY FORCE out through

the Parkland Hospital en rance and make ready for transport to the
airport.

It is an unbel ·Ievable charade, a show from a Berlin under-

ground theatre!
A startling sight at the hospital complex.

An agent waving his

gun around does not in any way fit into the hospital type atmosphere.
A gun here seems for the majority of people as in extreme bad taste,
but for Kellerman a show

~f

power (although including a desperate

manifestation of fear).
Now 30 years later we ask; did anyone pay any attention at all to
the strange behaviour of l oy Kellerman and the other agents?
media notice e i ther, or

Did the

they did, was - it suppressed?

Roy Kellerman was nam 1ly guilty of incitement to an illegal action .
He clearly propagated in l reaking a statutory law in Dallas, Texas.
- 55 -
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T~E AUTOPSY AT THE

HESDA NAVAL HOSPITAL IN WASHINGTON D.C.
LATER THAT FRIDAY 22n OF NOVEMBER 1963.

"HeLL, I couLd have ~ " LLed Ln peopLe {nom ?anLa and Rome.;."
The autopsy was a cru ial factor in the events of the day.

In

order to conceal the in
wound had to undergo

"iminating evidence, the President's skull
l
som sort of change BEFORE the final and offi-

cial pathological inves
Doctor Rose would

ha~

from what direction the

gat ion proceeded into late Friday evening.
discovered in a matter of minutes the fact
atal bullet had been fired!

And after that

he would have been sligh ly puzzled over certain findings in the
skull.

After a few labo atory tests, it would have been stated that

a certain toxin had

bee~

found in the wound.

Before we advance toethesda Hospital; one specific notation is
required.

THE CHOICE Tol PICK Parkland Naval Hospital and also the

Bethesda Naval Hospital
son:

as a predestined choice for one main rea-

IT CREATED A CONT , LLED ATMOSPHERE UNDER MILITARY RULE.

Fact 1.

Before the P 1 esident's coffin arrived at Andrews Mili-

tary Air Base, a diversil n was created during the swearing in of
President Lyndon JOhnsonl on AIR FORCE ONE.

Jackie was summoned for-

ward to partake as a wi

ess, while several of the agents confiscate d

the body from the

and dropped it like a 'sack of potatoes'

caske ~

down through an opening

I

n the floor into the cargo hold.

They then

quickly replaced inside [. he coffin some excess baggage to create a
proper weight factor to I t.
Fact 2. When the pIa e had landed at Andrews A.F.B., a Marine
helicopter landed to thel far side, by the cargo door, and then it
wisked the body of John
1/2 hour before the

ennedy to Bethesda Naval Hospital a full

otheI s
j

arrived from the flight along with the

then otherwise empty

et.

Except for the few agents and also the

helicopter crew, no one

lse was aware of the switch, not even the

widow Jacqueline Kenned~
Fact 3. It was of ve y great importance that the body be brought

very quickly to Bethesdal in order to have sufficient time to switch
the brains of the Presid nt with another dead person's brains before
the required autopsy prol ess.

The toxic poison ingrained brain had

to be eliminated and the inside skull area wiped clean of all leftover residue.
Fact 4. The so-called incriminating evidence (brain) was then
- 56 -

very calmly wheeled out ( n another portable small dolly-type table
wi th a white surgical c 1 , th covering it. Some reporter noticed it
.
d as t
·
I
·
an d ~nqu~re
0 ~ts cion tents, and the orderly answered it being
a 'still-born' baby fet
.
The two NAVY PATHOLOG TS that undertook the autopsy at Bethesda
Naval Hospital were Doct rs John J. Humes and Thornton Boswell.
They were called to dutyl from horne at a late hour just after 8:00
p . m., and then they had

I

et to drive to the hospital.

From a statement fro

hes e doctors, it isle ar ned that they

:~o~:::::~ :~~h~~e~~l u :~:n:lhea ihdelf;.om Iat ilsea;e:yo:eddo~tts~atndiinnga
t

:

particular case like th J

concerning a u.S. President, these rela-

ti vely inexperienced pa ~ OlOgists refused any help!

two pathologists had to
the top brass,
NOTE :

0

However, these

the autopsy under strict surveilance of
any outside interference was not allowed.

UNDER A

ATMJSPHERE OF MILITARY RULE.

the Conspiracy now had

Members of

perfect chance to save themselves by an

official instigated tYP j cover-up .
From the Journal of

erican Medical Association interview in

May 1992 by Dr./cornrnand1
"MY ORDERS WERE TO F

I

John J. Humes:
D THE CAUSE OF DEATH AND I WAS TOLD TO

GET ANYONE I THOUGHT

ECESSARY TO HELP DO THE AUTOPSY, BUT TO

LIMIT IT TO ONLY THE

ELP I NEEDED.

HELL, I COULD HAVE CALLED

IN PEOPLE FROM PARIS . ND ROME IF I THOUGHT IT NECESSARY, BUT
AS IT TURNED OUT, I D DN'T.

ABOUT THIS TIME, I ALSO RECEIVED

1BRU CE SMITH, THE DEPUTY DIREcrOR OF THE
A PHONE CALL FROM DR .1
ARMED FORCES INSTITU

I

OF PATHOLOGY (AFIP), OFFERING ME WHAT-

EVER HELP I MIGHT NE D.

BRUCE WAS A FRIEND AND I THANKED HIM,

TER IF I NEEDED HELP ';!'

SAYING I WOULD CALL

(The casket was broug " to the morgue at the rear of the Bethesda
Naval Hospital by Admir l] Burkley.
handle, and Humes and

I
Bo well

The bronze casket had one broken

then opened it.)

"WE FOUND THE UNCLOT J I D BODY OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY,
SWADDLING MANNER, THE MASSIVE HEAD

WRAPPED IN SHEETS IN
WOUND, WRAPPED AROUN
Earlier at Parkland

I

AND AROUND WITH GAUZE AND BANDAGES."

Hos ~~ tal

in Dallas, Texas, President Kennedy's

I
body had been cleaned , after being announced dead at 13:00 p.m .
Dallas local time, wher ,. n he had been wrapped in two whi te sheets.
The bronze casket was o , ened and the two nurses placed a plastiC
mattress covering over I e white velvet lining, to keep any blood
vb ich might

. ' i l l .eep

I ~o_m

s_t_a_~_.n

__t_h__
e _ _w_:_:_n_:_s__a__
n_d__

___t _h_e__m
_a_t_e__
r _i _a_l_.________

"FOUR OF US LIFTED THE PRESIDENT INTO THE CASKET AND PLACED
HIS NEATLY FOLDED CLOTHES AT HIS FEET."
Quote from Dr. Charles A Crenshaw,
Parkland Hospital, on Nov.

22nd,'63.

Humes continues:
"IF ONLY WE HAD SEEN THE PRESIDENT'S CLOTHES, TRACKING THE
SECOND BULLET WOULD H VE BEEN A PIECE OF CAKE, BUT WE DIDN'T
HA VE THE CLOTHES!"
------ ------JAMA, May 1992 - Vol. 267, No. 20.
It w'o uld seem at this stage that Dr. Humes would initiate a call
to Parkland Hospital to e rify these inconsistencies, and neither
did he call back to Dr.
ruce Smith to require further help.
The President's body

as once taken away from the bronze casket

(in AIR FORCE ONE), and

hen hastily put back into it just before
Admiral George Burkley r linquished the coffin to the pathologist
at the Bethesda Hospita Morgue.
In the process, three distinct
errors were made by the

uilty parties concerned:

1)

The extra gauzes and bandages.

2)

The

missing' clothes.

3)

The

roken and 'missing' handle.

Dr. Charles A. Crensh w of Parkland Hospital reiterates in his
book 'JFK CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE'
ident) had been cleaned
bronze casket.

IIt

He furt

Parkland bef ore being placed in to the
stated that a plastic mattress was insert-

ed in the coffin, in or
ve lvet material.

(1992), that the body (of the Pres-

to avoid any blood to seep unto the white

But n

ice, there was no mention of additional use

of BANDAGES or GAUZE to I rap the President's head

woun~After-the

eally was no specific reason to wrap the

cleaning process, there

wound on the head many t mes with bandages.

And furthermore, the

way Dr. Crenshaw had des:. ribed in great detail the measures taken
in Trauma Room One, is

~

likely that he would have neglected to

mention about additiona ~ BANDAGES AND GAUZES applied on the President's head wound?

The

I nswer

most definitely is 'no'.

The fact remains (ac i rding to Drs. Humes and Boswell), that these
'mysterious' bandages an gauzes were there on the body when the
bronze casket was opened at the morgue of Bethesda Hospital later
that Friday evening.
.1
A question now comes 0 haunt us: What really happened before
the arrival of the bronz casket at the ' morgue? The first clue comes
to light when a member

6f

the chopter crew, a corporal in the Marines

who later made a statemet t over the fact that, a body-bag like 'thing'
was hastily transfered over into a helicopter from Air Force One,
57A -

(additional insert)

which immediately took off on a destination to Bethesda Hospital.
The chopter now was 1/2 I hour ahead of the otherwise empty casket.
The mourners; JaCqUelinr Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, and others were
driven and escorted in a motorcade to the Bethesda Naval Hospital
follpwing the hearse carrying the bronze casket (allegedly containing the body of John F. IKennedy).
The U.S. Marine heli6Jpter actually bringing the body of John
Kennedy landed on the MJ::ine landing pad annexed to the Bethesda
Naval Hospital Complex. I Now the body was moved into another casket; a grey coloured metal shipping casket. Mr. Dennis David at
Bethesda verified that this metal casket entered the hospital in
a dark blue coloured he~rse vehicle. After leaving the landing
- J
pad, the 'hearse' was d1verted to another section of the hospital
complex (other than thelmorgue) for emergency altering surgery to
hide the gunshot angle ~nd clean out any left-over residue from
the 'explosive' bullet. I
There is also another eye witness in these developments. Mr.
Paul O'Connor, working Jt the hospital, testified that John Kennedy's body DID NOT arriv~ in a BRONZE casketl
It rust have been an hectic 25 to 28 mi"nutes to those surgeons
Who had the assignment ~o do the patchwork on the dead President's
headl A macabre and hO~rifYing thought, let alone scene. These
scenes from the secret 'surgery theatre somewhere in the huge hospital complex could eas~ly have resembled scenes from Dante's Hell.
Because a surgeon's knife was used and massive allOunts of tissues
removed (and replaced), Ithere had to be wrapping of the head wound
b¥ GAUZES AND BANDAGES after the reconstructured surgery.
There exists many alternatives as to who took the remains of
John Kennedy's damaged irains out of the Bethesda Naval Hospital.
It may be Admiral George Burkley, Attorney General Robert Kennedy,
a hospital staff memberior orderly, or just a general clean-up person or janitor. But nolone seems to know today the actual whereabouts of the 'disappearing' brains.
I
In all, the whole thing was ugly and tasteless. But for the
Conspiracy it was compulsory. A member of the Parkland Hospital
staff at that time, Dr. I Robert MCClelland, M.D., stated in 1992
for the JAMA that: "THt WOUND (ON THE PRESIDENT) I OBSERVED IN
I
TRAUMA ROOM ONE DID APP R CONSISTENT WITH A SHOT FROM THE FRON!.
I STILL HAVE A STRONG 0 INION THAT THE (FATAL) HEAD SHOT CAME FROM
THE FRONT. II
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

-
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When the autopsy at
the fact that an autops

arkland had been avoided, there remained
would be performed upon arrival at the

Bethesda morgue.
tcome of this autopsy contains mostly
false information, wher y the real truth was suppressed or for
the most part deleted. The Warren Commission was fed this same

misi~formation by the C nspiracy members and thereby the outcome
of their official inves igation became a COMPLETE FARCE!
The one and only con lusion from all this points UNDENIABLY to
the direction of the U• . NAVAL INTELLIGENCE COLLABORATING WITH
THE CONSPI RAC Y!

Memorial NAVAL Hospital and Bethesda
NK in which we cannot merely talk about

NAVAL Hospital
co inc idences !

The focus and purpos of this book is not
but to establish
two U.s. Navy pathologi
President of the United
killed Ex
The Dallas County
oner Dr. Rose stated
1992:

"I STILL FEEL

to incriminate the
the fact that the
his own chauffeur.
as recently as in

THAT THE KENNEDY AUTOPSY SHOULD

HAVE BEEN PERFORMED IN
ON THE 22nd OF NOVEMBER, 1963.
THE LAW WAS BROKEN." T e Oswald 'patsy' syndrome had already
been effected, and
ssfully too. He was to be the lone gunthe President!
man, executing all
Why was all this done?

The question is
purpose?

For What insane

1, WHO WAS FOOLING WHO???

And last

(In 1992 90hn 9. Hume~ the ChLel ~athoLo~L~t empha~L1.e~ that he couLd
have caLLed Ln peopLe (expe~t~ Ln lo~en~Lc patAoLo~~7 even '~om ~a~L~
o~ ~ome ... 6ut neve~th Le~~ no mentLonLn~ 6~ hLm to contact ~u~~eon~
at ~a~kLand ~emo~LaL avaL Ho~pLtaL - Ln OaLLa~!?) (9a~L S. So~en~en).

----~----p-~P~R~O~GNOSIS:

THE WA

MMISSION FAILED!

-
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THE WARREN COMMISS IOIN ProDUCED THE WARREN REPORT ... OR WAS IT
\
ONLY BUT A NEW COPY OF 'ALICE IN WONDERIAND' ... ?
The Warren Report is an adult version of the fairy tale

'Alice

in Wonderland'.
As a matter of fact the Warren Report, approximately 900 pages,
:::::
book.

:::C:::~i::d ~e:: 'I::rns W~~e a~~k:h:S;a~~::u::;h:~:e:::;o::::s,
Critically approached with a serious touch, the over-all

conclusion which become n evident in the resume ' of the report can
only be described with a somewhat flamboyant American word; express ing the outcome as 'c rap'

(or 'bullshi t'

if you like) !

Seriously spoken, itl is a serious matter that a governmental
originated official committee is investigating an assassination of
the century on a ba si s or strategy such as th is.
absurd, or even bizarre!

It is ridiculous,

Naturally it is a collection of lies and

major cover-ups incluctt1 g childish understatements, and is a mockery
not only against the

~Jrican

It may be interesting

0

people, but the whole world as well.

note several elements concerned in this

book with the fOllowinJ examples.

I

-AGEIIlTS

BOOZING-

One item which must be considered to be of the most relevant

,

both practically and professionally, was the Secret Service agent's
very late

bo~zing

excui sion in Dallas the night before.

The Warren

Report trivializes the whole thing and makes it a minor almost understandable lapse in routine procedures.

It was a gross understate-

ment, for we know that the Secret Service regulations

(or working

rules) do not allow alcd hol at anytime on duty or while the Service
is on a mission.
Also we can see that .Ja violation of the rules do not br ing about
any sanctions whatsoeve

from the side of the Warren Commission.

Despite the strict rUll ls that were broken, there was a very clear
tendency to minimize
Why did the agents

i~S

bo off

a very demanding tour 0I '
deliberately go
cription?

effect on the whole investigation.

againS~

on a drinking spree although they had

duty the following day, and why did they
the regulations governing their job des- 58 -

A person wishing. to assu ge their feelings of guilt, or suffering
1

from a bad conSClence, a f

often the first ones to take a drink.

Probably the mental burd

became overwhelming, and in order to

l

keep a balance on their Jja d case of nerves, the agents seeked out
a place to go after mid !· g ht ... althOUgh under Texas law the serv-

~f

prohib~

ing
alcohol is
enough though to find a

ed after midnight.

The agents were lucky

ub bar where the owner gladly offered the

dr inks needed.
-

SITTING

RDER

To make reliable mer1

CAR -

a piece of testimony of a witness , the

Report underlines tha t
car:;. is to be proved

IN

e si tt ing order in the Vice :: P.residential

I
through

before the assassination

the photo (s)

taken of it only a minut e

It is a little bit infantile.

And then, Secret serJ. ce agent Rufus Youngblood had been sitting
in the right t ,ront . seat

, f the vehi·cl:e. ;"" . when the first shots rang

out.

y was 100% aware where he was sitting and

Youngblood natura

he, quite correctly , fi

t

testified that after he had cried out a -

loud a warning, he proce ded to the back seat and covered and protected with his body Vi 4

President Lyndon Johnson.

It then is a

little amazing how the W rren Commission brings up a little later
the issue that the vice l resident
alr~£y

testimony that the agent

(now the President)

swore in his

was sitting next to Lyndon in the

back seat!
-MORE

TH

NONE

BULLET-

In 1991 and 1992 in t e United States some highly influential
people finally and even J ally rose up, and began talking about the
wllet or bullets v-mich l illed President John F. Kennedy, mainly in
emphasizing the directi !

from l..here the bullet had been fired.

One is'sue that could hav

been enlightened is how rrany times is it
1

possible to fire and re t ' ad in 6 to 7 seconds?

On this issue there

are to this date aspects that cast shadows over the outcome of the
infamous Warren Report.

Back in 1964 it was still a complete riddle

as to how many gunshots

here were in the first place!

TV anchorman Walter C onkite already could speak of three bullets,
12: 40 p.m. Dallas local time!

and the time was only b J

Kennedy assassination was handled in a

As late as in 1979 th
I.

joint Senate and congres
had become evident that

,I

l

investigation committee.

By that time it

here existed an audio tape containing the
- 59 -

the sounds of gunfire fro

Elm Street, as recorded by the Dallas

Police radio dispatch ce

er on that Friday of November the 22nd

at 12:30 p.m. local time.

A recording tape of major importance

had been conveniently forgotten somewhere in the archives of the
FBI (Federal Bureau of In l estigation) .

,

The point here is, tha
of bullets alone during

no one could have fired so many rounds
, e 6 to 7 seconds (that is Oswald), and

that is why it is logical and also wisely concluded, that there
had to be more than 'one I, unman' in Dealy Plaza at that moment.
THIS IN FACT PROVES THAT
trap shoot and which in
it, in less

ORE THAN ONE GUNMAN had attended the big
rn means a CONSPIRACY!

And the best of

the man himself (Oswald)

Then how

is dead!

cap't ure, prosecute, and put on trial a

dead man (corpse)!

examinations were not possible.

ever do you ask him

onour, the answer will always be the prerite down".

chosen one:

"Nothing to
-

RECON

R U C T ION

What-

T EST -

It clearly can be se

that the Warren COIl'Jnission took the final
result (Oswald = lone assassin) as its starting point. It is also
clear and logical that w

experiments or tests such as includ-

ing reconstructions that were made by the Warren Commission, they
were only for the sole p rpose of bluffing the media and the public.
No serious attempts were undergone in order to find out any 'new'
evidence, or any fresh n

which may support the othe rwise

facts that ,.ere suppress
There are amazingly rna y photographs included in the Warren Report.
Many of them really for

lothing; such as photos of Dallas street in-

tersections, and the Dal Tex building 6th floor window view showing
the 'reconstructed' Pres'dential vehicle from many different angles.
For the record, this rec nstruction test was held only six months
later, in May of 1964. ~ short review of the test follows:
A shot was fired in
which had a 'man-like'
was shown in numerous ph

ar authentic conditions on a convertible,
annequin) sitting in the back seat.
viewed through a telescope.

This
With

a Mannlicher Cargano rif e equipted with a telescope an FBI person
fired on the simulated t 1rget. At least it manifestated how the body would react if it is Hit very hard in the head from up above.
However, they neve r f ir ~, from behind at the simulated mannequin, or
either from the front (t e fatal angle shot).
The Warren Report with its 'spectaculus grandiosos' in Dealy Pla- 60 -

za never attempted to tr!, or even take into account, any other
possible shooting angles or alternatives. The main concern was
of course to show and tr

to prove that the 'so-called' sharpshooter

had fired on Kennedy fro

BEHIND.

The strategy of the staged spec-

tacl ~

was to demonstrate that the investigation was valid enough to
show how Oswald had execu ed Kennedy.
On page 106 of the WalT en Report it quotes:
I

'President Kennedy

continued waving to the public, even though the first bullet had
already hit him, he did not seem to have reacted at once but only
Wha~

after 1.5 seconds'.

on earth is the purpose of such nonsense?

In slow-motion it certain y could look like he is waving, but the
hand is in essence descentling little by little (towards the throat).
There is rather a cruc'al point in all this!

Why go through all

the costly additional pro ing tests and quasi investigations, when
after all, the man who supposedly did it was now in

~e

grave?

Why

cease with the just open btl criminal investigation after Lee Oswald
had been shot and killed y Jack Ruby? Because on that moment it
was considered that the case is closed.
But it does not end there, for President Lyndon Johnson is again
ordering an official investigation!

Why?

Was it due to the fact

that when Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy had given the author William ManI

chester an assignment tO il rite THE TRUTH of her husband's death in
the beginning of February 1964?
I

In fact the May 1964 a tivity in Dallas by the FBI was only a
charade.

The lonely assassin theory stood afoot; it was never put

under question.
-

THE

MIS SIN

~

0 R.

C R ENS HAW -

One of the most interesting question marks concerning the outcome of the Warren

Repo~

is the total absence of one Dr. Crenshaw!

Dr. Charles Crenshaw

as the attending physician/surgeon at the
I
Parkland Memorial Naval Hospital, at ~e time when President John F.
Kennedy was brought there for traumatic emergency treatment. The
Warren Report lists
the doctors at Parkland involved in ~e
treatment of John Kenned. ALL BUT ONE: DOCTOR CHARLES CRENSHAW!
Why? What kind of sche~e exists to drop one doctor away, ~e main
a report of this kind? The report was
attending physician,
concluded in 1964.
Charles Crenshaw was
but he also attended to

only treating John Kennedy that Friday,
e alleged assassin Lee Harvey Oswald on

the following Sunday.
- 61 -

President Johnson had been involved by trying to require from
the 'dying patsy'

(Lee Oswald) a death bed confession by applying

official pressure on Dr . Crenshaw, who was trying to save Oswald ' s
life in Parkland Trauma . oom I I on that same day .
Suddenly, when one re , ds through the whole Warren Report, they
howe\er notice one impoant witness missing altogether; attending
physician Dr. Crenshaw!
Where has he disappeared? Now it seems

I he whole Oswald treatment segment was to

very understandable why

be covered up, for it w I too close to the truth and then the situation may get out of co trol as to why LBJ called the hospital.
There was a genuine concern among those people who had planned the
Kennedy assassination.
It is true however that Dr. Crenshaw was in 1963 a junior doctor
as far as experience is

I oncerned,

but so were a few others includ-

ing such as Dr. James Mc lelland (who was very much evident in the
Warren Report) .
I
Dr . Crenshaw made sub tancial notations on the criteria of the
wound in John Kennedy's

I kull,

and that in his personal opinion,

the bullet had to be fired from somewhere directly in front of him!
I

Dr. MacClelland complete y shares this opinion.
I

In retrospect, the am zing thing here was that Johnson put this
I

pressure on Dr. Crenshaw

so that an officer of the l aw bearing a

prepared written documen

(in the hospital) would be given a chance

to receive on paper a de th bed confession, if a signature is in
II
fact granted by Lee Oswa d. The idea of course was that Oswald via
this document confessed

hat he SOLELY HAD KILLED THE PRESIDENT on

the previous Friday.
Lee Harvey Oswald was afterwards accused, put on trial, and then
sentenced 'post mortem' .

So many accusers with many pages of false

accusations; but very I i tIe defense and/or defense lawyers.
-

I

0 R.

R 0

S E -

A major example of t J s kind of genre was the Report's casual

and totally false way 0~1 implying interference from the 'tw::> Dallas
officials' , who were try ng to prevent the Secret Service from takI

ing the body of John Kennedy out of Parkland Hospita l and the State
of Texas.
No one in the first

I

p~

ce was trying to prevent anything. The
~I
official Dallas County Coroner Dr. Earl "Rose s~mply demanded the
release of the body for
e legal pathological investigation called
officially as an autopsyl n accordance with Texas State Law practices.

- 62 -

It is a bit too obvio ' s how the Warren Commission treats the
agents in the Secret Se I ice with silk gloves and the fact that
when agent Roy Kellerma draws his pistol in the corridor of the
hospital, the Commission has very little comment on it.
B~t the major most re l evant and utterly important issue was the

blatant dLsregard of Tex s State Law Statutes, which therein was
quickly and discreetly sl ept under the carpet (out of sight) !
~ ith

The Warren Commissio

its brilliant 'opus operandi or a

priori', which in princi · le was to intimidate with its power and
influence by frightenin
of thesis:

away many issues with the following type

If there erne, ged some form of investigative problem

that could not be elimin ted or solved without rubbing out the original concept (Oswald

=

l one gunman), the whole problem was put or

placed aside, out of sig t, or at least stamped 'LESS IMPORTANT' or
'NO RELEVANCE' .
- AGE NTH I L

, S

MOM E N T

0 F

T RUT H -

In 1966, only three ~ ars after the Kennedy assassination, Clint
Hill appeared 'LI VE' on
erican national television. The program

I

was the popular '6 a MIN I
The discussion naturally

topics dealing with current issues.
to Elm Street in Dallas a few years

earlier.
Suddenly in the mids
mentally collapsed in a
trolably.

interview (conversation), Clint Hill
ervous breakdown!

He began to weep uncon-

Mumbling, moa ing, and crying in between, agent Hill in-

advertently burst out de: perately saying:
died there instead of

t~1

President!"

"Oh how I wish to have

Appearing nationwide and on

a 'LIVE' television brO j Cast with millions of viewers may have caused
Hill to lose his

contro ~

sympathetic counter rea ,
However, one may ask

It was sad of course, and may have led to
ions from perhaps several spectators.
hat the 'outburst' is saying of the agent's

psychological and menta ] capabilities?

Is it an example of a stern

and steady nature, or me ely a sign of instability?
Hill turned out to be to
we must remember that
the Conspiracy.

C~

As a w

The pressure on

heavy ... a burden too much to carry.

Then

nt Hill had proved himself a traitor among
Ie, his strength to endure had gone the last

mile!
We can also be scepti al today that agent Hill is 'feeling proud'

of the medal that he was / giVen FOR BRAVERY after the assassinat~on.
Perhaps the decoration
received is somehow a guarantee for hLm to
be alive at all!
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- AGE N T

BEN

E T T ' S

Another important fac

F A I L U R E -

r to consider is agent Bennett's role
treet, which was following the Presi-

in the escort car on Elm
dential Lincoln approxim

ely 10 metres behind . His testimony is
ort basically as follows :

\

included in the Warren R

Agent Bennett follows the action taking place 'ring side' during
the course of approximat

y 7 seconds when the shooting took place.

Agent Bennett's testimon,

is most revealing.

He has watched and

observed the crucial eve ts and movements with great professionalism.

First how one sho

misses, then the second one hits the

President (and notice ho

agent Bennett is able to describe that

the bullet hit about 4 i ches below Kennedy's right shoulder), and
the following third sho

came immediately and hit Kennedy in the

head. Note: It could , t have come IMMEDIATELY if the shooter and
loader were one and the arne person!
So this agent saw ev J ything, all in great detail, but yet did
not react or do anythin J
doing his duty, but he
porter though.

uld ha ve made an excellent newspaper re-

Bennett saw th e assa
movie theatre.

If he h

a normal reactive way,
he didn't react in any

He didn't seem to behave like an agent

ination from behind, as if sitting in a

1

gent, at a distance of

shown real professional involvement in

would have interfered immediately . But
y. How is it possible for a security a-

couple of leaps and bounds, to only sit

and observe the situatio?

Where is his instinctiv e reactive capa-

bility ?
Most interesting is h ,w agent Bennett affirms that the first
bullet was a miss!

And

to the Warren Commission

e gave this formal and written statement
Eve n then he was not reprehended in any

way for 'DERELICTION OF , UTY', a serious military offense (crime)
In active duty it is usu lly defined as a form of cowardice.
The Warren Report wri es about the gunshots 1,2, & 3.

Page 115

of the Warren Report dev tes a whole half page to the second shot.
You could read this from the beginning to end, and backwards for a
month of bedtime reading, and still not make any headway ....
1. PRESIDENT JOHN F.

ENNEDY LOST HIS LIFE IN DALLAS.

2. THE SECRET SERVIC

HAD DELIBERATELY FAILED IN ITS DUTY TO

PROTECT HIM.
3. THE SECRET SERVIC

WAS RELEASHED FROM FURTHER SANCTIONS.
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C H
THE WHITE HOUSE:

PTE R

10

WASHINGTON

4-

VICE PI' S IDENT LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON.

"Tha t man is incapable of speaking the truth, ever" ... President
John F. Kennedy had once said about his vice president.

Lyndon Johnson appointed a federal investigative committee to
deal with the assassinat ·on on a higher level of authority, and to
bring about a qUick resu t to end any further questions.

Justice

Earl Warren was appointe

i

as Allen Dulles, Gerald

ord, McCoy and others, succeeded in creat-

to of fi ciate, and wi th othe r members such

ing a yet 'standi ng ' the ry of the lone gunma n, but which is now
(pres en tly) leaning very
like the tower of Pisa!
Lyndon however was ju
pawn in the hands of J. Edgar Hoover,
who all the time was pul

all the strings!

The Conspiracy had

full control from thereo

It was a simple formality to accuse and
convict Lee Oswald, on h · s own being the lone gunman and a communist.
What else would make a d fference?
THE WHITE HOUSE:

KENNETH O'DONNELL.

The Conspiracy had a

eliable liason close to the President ....

inside the White House.

Kenneth O'Donnell could be a major suspect

as a collaborator in the Conspiracy from within the White House.
Ken O'Donnell's name
many times.

as popped up and come to the surface too

Of course i , was bound to be so, someone could say.

But in the many crucial

reas when decisions had to be made and

orders given, such as concerning the final acceptance of the Dallas
city tour; there you wil

notice the name of Ken O'Donnell, not to

mention the Parkland Hospital lobby just before and after one o'clock
p.m. Dallas local time

0

November 22nd , of 196 3 .

As an aide to the Pre ident, O'Donnell possessed many important
data and pieces of infor ation concerning the President ..
programme, wishes,

Changl

s of routine, and etc.

~his

daily

O'Donnell's status

or disposition in the whl te House Presidential Staff was not of minor or trivial influence , for he was 'near' the President.
He frequently had to . ntroduce to the President var ious kinds of
nationally important iss es. Even the term 'national security' was
close to the aide's jur ~ diction. He was an assistant with substancial influence and powe

-
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THE PENTAGON:

COL. L. F ETCHER PROUTY, U.S.A.F.- RET.

Col. Prouty, who resi ned from the Pentagon's Special Services
(Black Operations) in 19 4 and later became actively involved and
participated in the Kenn dy assassination investigation, has also
been demoralized and vic imized by character assassination techniques by the powerful C nspiracy members or accomplices.
was actively engaged in

He also

he Martin Luther King investigation.

The same label (chara ter assassination) was applied to many others and including Oliv r Stone, as Donald Sutherland protrayed
Prouty in the 'JFK movie
gorical questions as to

with an intense role bringing forth cateHY?; WHO BENEFITED THE MOST?; AND WHO HAD

THE POWER TO SUPPRESS ANfi COVER-UP THE ASSASSINATION?
the questions are valid

All three of

nd relevant.

The answer is simple I nd also the same to all three questions:
The CONSPIRACY.

Whereby l they were insured to be able in continuing

their 'own' policy progr ms both domestic and foreign, with Lyndon
Baines Johnson as a 'fro l t man'
ball game).

This benefi

(as running interference in a foot-

included the proper uninterrupted activi-

ty of the illicit drug t ade which financed the covert activities
such as in the Black Opeations of the Special Operations Division
(S.O.D. as per Oliver No th).

Other key figures forming the 'ring

of secrecy' in the Consp racy included FBI and CIA Directors, Warren
Commission members, vari , us White House key personnel, and also key
members of the MAFIA in

supportive capacity.

The complete and

final list of the member

actually belonging to the Conspiracy is

yet unknown to this day.

An investigative body appointed by the

American Bar Association, as an outside third body, should be in
the immediate future ins itu,t ed to carry out a completely new investigation with legal f deral authority in a seperate entity .....
with power to arrest any , ne even in the highest office.

The truth

must be brought out into the public knowledge and the time is now!
The American people have the inalienable right to know who actually
is running or control lin

their future destiny.
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Mafia was

APT E R

11

ICAGO

1-

secondary participant , mostly by direct

association with the CIA in the illicit drug market connection,
but not the primary conter der in the Conspiracy to assassinate the
President; unless it cou d be proved they had Secret Service personnel on their
On the other hand, they most certainly were willing particints in order to protect their own vast
drug marketing enterpri sJ .
The Mafia however is

like 'a ace in the hole' for the Conspira-

cy; in case a certain 'h t man' was needed to remedy a situation
that needed rearranging.

The Secret Service were in need and Jack

Ruby (Rubinstein ) with M fia affiliations, was summoned for the
assignment ... to extermi ate a liability.
This does show Mafia ' nvolvement after the fact, in the following events, AFTER the a

assination of President Kennedy.

Their

assistance was needed to help in the COVER-UP procedures, by using
a 'hit man' who was tho f ugh but also expendable .
In the basement of t e Dallas Police station he shot and killed
Le e Oswald just before

b on on Sunday November the 24th, with many

millions of TV onlooker

(live broadcast) and scores of policemen

I

who were th:e re in the p rking garage.

Almost everyone was taken by

surprise.
And then another sur rise, Ruby succumbs during confinement under very mysterious cir · umstances! Well we do know he was expendable, and the possibili 1ies of establishing a bona-fide defense for
Oswald were totally eli inated .
racy its needed respons

This unequivocally gave the Conspi-

to bring the invest igation to a dead end,

The rest is history,

-
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CHAPTER
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I N G TON

~
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, A WOMAN NAMED JACKIE'
\

Author C. David Heyma n wrote a book called 'A WOMAN NAMED
JACKIE', and chapter 18 <i:,aptures our interest.

Mrs. Jacqueline

Kennedy-Onassis makes so Ie comments on the Secret Service:
"Their (Secret Se

ice) big moment probably was the assassi-

nation of Jack, when , hey protected Lyndon Johnson who was not
the target at all, wh' le Jack was killed".
A minor analysis:

We certainly can feel traces of sarcasm in

Mrs. Kennedy's words.

E pecially when she emphasizes the assassi-

nation as a BIG MOMENT f r the Service.

It is not very hard to

find a bitter trend, or even outright hatred in her expressions.
With no difficulty at al

we could imagine seeing the Presidential

widow pOinting an accusi g finger at those guys in 'dark suits'
On page 243 she goes · n to say:
thing with them (Secret

"By far the most dangerous

ervice) was that if you did not know bet-

ter, you could be driven into a false feeling that you are safe
wi th those guys around

Y,0U".

You do not have to possess too wild of an imagination to think
of this kind of theory:

Kennedy was already fatally hit, Governor

Connally badly injured,

nd who else in the vicinity had an idea

what really had happene

in the Presidential limousine?

President, one badly hu

f

administered bullet?

b?

eyewitness of the

One dead

Governor, and why not one more fatally

killi l~ !

Who else than the First Lady, a direct
Kellerman could have carried it out

during the high speed race to Parkland Hospital.
remember one person, ag nt Clinton Hill!

But now we do

He was an 'extra' by-

stander/passenger.
Later the Warren Co
called 'miracle bullet'
bullet projectile made
Lincoln limousine!

ission dealt most seriously on that soIt was entered into the Report that one
n almost miraculous 'break-dance'

in the

One more additional turn, hitting Jackie, would

have in this context be n most convenient!
Clint Hill may have bee

In conclusion, agent

an even bigger hero than imagined.

Later

he was appointed as a personal bodyguard to the Presidential widow.
From a book by StepHen Birmingham,

'JACQUELINE BOUVIER KENNEDY-

ONASSIS' , second print· 1g 1978, on page 122 is a quotation as follows:
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"When it was allover, she (Jackie) seemed to fall apart. hThen
she spoke of the assassination in Dallas, and the events that
followed it, her accoun

was so disjointed as to be incoherent.

Her speech slurred, her eyes darted, she seemed FRIGHTENED OF
EVERYONE AND ANYTHING T
began to be afraid that

T MOVED' .... those close to her (Jackie)
ackie was losing her mind'.
End of quotation.

Contemplate: How about
that you don't remember

he total (alleged) amnesia?

In the case

thing, how can you be afraid in the

first place?
Jackie's most fashion ble answer was given by her when asked
about certain details by the Warren Commission:

II

I

can't remem-

ber anything!"
Jacqueline Bouvier Ke nedy was only 33 years old in November
1963.

We should be conf wdent that Jackie remembers almost too

well everything that happened on that Friday in Dallas.
henceforth given stateme11ts to various media, television,
lists, and etc.

She has
journa-

It is r ther amuzing that these statements bare

one common thing between them; they are all different in context!
With a strategy like
of cards.

No one can sa

his Jackie has mixed up the whole deck

I what

she really is saying.

By changing

her 'story' again and again with new versions, is a wise tactic,
from a lady who has cons 1antl y been living in fear of her own life
since November 22nd, of

963.

With different versions being noted,

nothing more is to be be l ieved!
And the Conspiracy is content of course.
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-IN
JOHN

MEMORIAM-

FITZGE

A L D

John Kennedy's person
ty.

\

1 917 -

1 963

life was not entirely of a stable varie-

We may well ask; who's is?

all know.

KEN NED Y

When we

For nobody is perfect, and that we

a person's achievements; in this case a

politician, a head of st"!' e, a soldier, a renewer, an ideologist, a
liberal, a fighter for social justice and equality between men and
women in spite of their

olour, then we should take into considera-

tion the following:

IS THE HERITAGE, THE MEMORY, THAT THIS

MAN HAS LEFT BEHIND?'
An d in the words, onc

again, of William Shakespeare:

'HE WAS NOT 0

ONE AGE, BUT FOR ALL TIME'.

More than 31 years ag ' President John F. Kennedy spoke to his
nation and lighted the

fi~e

of enthusiasm.

Simultaneously he then

enlarged the idea of bri ging everyone in t ouch with all nations:
"OUR HOPES FOR PEACE

ND SECURITY, OUR OBLIGATIONS TO OURSELVES,

AS WELL AS TO OTHERS, ALL REQUIRE US TO MAKE THIS EFFORT, TO
SOLVE THESE MYSTERIES

TO SOLVE THEM FOR THE GOOD OF ALL MEN".

John Ke nnedy had also said:
been, otherwise you can'

" You ha ve t o know wh ere you have

know where you are going".

He had very

deep feelings ove r the jl aning of history and its lessons v.hich
had to be learned.

Eve

ually, and abruptly, he himself became a

part of that history .

e assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy

in 1963 broke the Ameri

dream.

Henceforth in the un erlying current, there has constantly been
traces of a nightmare,

neasiness combined with fear, .... whereas

confusion has continued until our present time.

But our memory of

JOHN F. KENNEDY will li e on, and everything he stood for, and the
flame on the tombstone

~

the Arlington National Military Cemetery

is CONSTANTLY REMINDING US ALL.
JOHN KENNEDY HAD A C

AR VIEW TO CHANGE LIFE AND POLICY IN ORDER

TO GAIN HOPE AND SECURI Y FOR THE FUTURE; NOT ONLY FOR INDIVIDUALS
AND PEOPLE IN HIS OWN C UNTRY, BUT FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL MEN.
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CLUSION

1.

THE SECRET SERVICE,

2.

THE WARREN COMMISSIO

ONG WITH THE FBI AND THE CIA , WAS DIRECTLY INVOLVED WITHIN TE CONSPIRACY.
BECAME PART OF THE CONSPIRACY, BY CONDON-

ING THE INAPPROPRIAT INACTION OF THE AGENTS, AND IN THE MIS REPRESENTATION OF TH . LAW IN APPROVING FALSE INFORMATION.
3.

THE WARREN COMMISSIO

PLACED NO SANCTIONS WHATSOEVER UPON THE

AGENTS FOR THEIR UNP OFESSIONAL CONDUCT IN THE CONSUMPTION OF
ALCOHOL ON AN ACTIVE ASSIGNMENT.
4.

THE ONLY ALTERNATIV

NOW IS TO PETITION FOR A REFERENDUM TO

BRING TO PUBLIC TRI

ALL MEMBERS OF THE CONSPIRACY FOR THEIR

ACT OF HIGH TREASON
A.

THE PAST SEC

POST-MORTEM IN SOME CASES) .

I

T SERVICE, FBI , AND CIA DIRECTORS; PLUS

THE VARIOUS MULTI LE PERSONNEL WERE CORRUPT TO THE CORE ,
SHOULD ALL BE
CTED TO THE FULLEST EXTENT OF THE LAW.
B. KELLERMAN
GREER SHOULD ALSO BE INDICTED FOR TREASON
AS KEY ACCOMPLI
C.

BE INDICTED ON A MURDER alARGE WITH

KELLERMAN AS AN

5..

IN THE CONSPIRACY.
CCOMPLICE.

D.

REN COMMISSION MEMBERS SHOULD BE INDICTED

FOR PARTICIPATIO

IN THE COVER-UP AND THE MISREPRESENTATION

OF U. S. FEDERAL

W STATUTES.

THE BASIC PRINCIPLE

IN THE U. S. CONSTITUTION AND THE BILL OF

RIGHTS SHOULD BE UP : ELD AND REITERATED FULLY IN A NEW PUBLIC
PROCLAMATION DEFINI NG ALL THE BASIC RIGHTS OF A CITIZEN.
6.

THE U. S. CONGRESS AffO INCLUDING THE U.S . PRESIDENT MUST FORCE
AN IMMEDIATE SHUTDO
WIDE .

THIS INCLUDE

OF ALL CIA ILLEGAL DRUG ACTIVITY WORLDDOMESTIC DRUG TRAFFICKING CONNECTED WITH

THE MAFIA .
7.

THE PRESENr AGENCI

OF THE SECRET SERVICE , FBI, AND THE CI A

SHOULD BE COMPLETE

INVESTIGATED AND THEREBY RESTRUCTURED,

AND FURNISHED WITH

REVISED SET OF NEW RULES AND BY-LAWS.

-
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In the

the whole matter SERIOUSLY. What has
to happen, unless we ALL rise up and

happened, and
~

finally bring out the re
nation such as the UNITE

truth out into public knowledge.

A great

STATES OF AMERICA is in real trouble, of

losing the 'real meaning of the U.S. CONSTITUTION and the BILL OF
RIGH~S, for which it sta ds.
Throughout history th ,re has always been certain POWER-HUNGRY
'greedy' individuals in

igh places of authority, instigating even

mass murder to gain a la ger foothold on POWER OVER THE ~~SSES.
In this case where bi lions of dollars of drug-earned money was
at stake, POWER-HUNGRY

M~ ULS

were afraid of LOSING THEIR GRIP on

an international money f nding scheme; to support their illegal
operations to eventually GAIN CONTROL OF WORLDWIDE MONEY TRANSACTIONS.
The assassination of

resident JOHN F. KENNEDY was only a small

cog in the wheel of worl wide manipulation by powerful individuals.
However many other cover
place, but this 'partic

and illegal operations mayor have taken
ar injustice' should be rectified immediate-

ly; since it 'hits horne' to the inner core of all decency, and with
a worldwide audience awa ting results.
PEOPLE HOLDING HIGH,
CRIMES, UNLESS THE U.S.
PLETELY OBJECTIVE 'OUTS

OWERFUL POSITIONS GO UNPUNISHED FOR THEIR
~ONGRESS

WILL PROCURE AND ESTABLISH AN COM-

E' UNBIASED INVESTIGATIVE COMMITTEE TO

BRING OUT ALL THE TRUTH

ANYTHING SHORT OF THIS KIND OF ACTION BY

THE CONGRESS WILL CONST

UTE DISREGARD FOR THE BASIC RIGHTS OF THE

AMERICAN CITIZEN.

IME ACTION SPEAKS LOUDER THAN WORDS!

THIS

LET THE UNDENIABLE T UTH FINALLY BE KNOWN TO THE WHOLE WORLD,
AND MAY THE ASPIRATIONS OF JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY LIVE ON!

* * ** * **
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